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ABSTRACT
A STUDY OF IDEAL AND ACTUAL PROFESSIONAL ROLE
CONCEPTIONS OF NURSE ADMINISTRATORS/MANAGERS
AND STAFF NURSES
FEBRUARY,

1991

ANNE MARY BOURGEOIS, B.S., WORCESTER STATE COLLEGE
M.Ed., WORCESTER STATE COLLEGE
M.S., ANNA MARIA COLLEGE
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by:

Professor Jack Hruska

The primary purpose of this study was to identify
the way in which two groups, staff nurses and nurse
administrators/managers, each conceptualize the ideal
and actual role of the registered nurse practicing at
the bedside.

Data was examined in order to identify

similarities and differences in the opinions of the
two groups.
A questionnaire with 35 items/situations using a
Likert scale was developed.

Items/situations were

worded to conform to a five-point response format
ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree.

The

role conception items/situations were designed to
measure the respondent's perceptions of what the role
should be and perceptions of what actually exists in
the practice of the nurse role.

vi

The sample of 300 non-management nurses was
randomly selected using 50 percent of the professional
nurses

from each unit.

Nurse administrators/managers

comprised a smaller number than non-managers,
therefore,

the questionnaire was given to this entire

group.
Noteworthy findings of the study include that

(a)

staff nurses and nurse administrators/managers agreed
in their perception of what comprises the actual
professional

role of the nurse practicing at the

bedside,

both groups also agreed in their

(b)

perception of what comprises the

ideal professional

role of the staff nurse practicing at the bedside,
(c)

the staff nurses and nurse administrators/managers

agreed

in their perception of what comprised the

actual bureaucratic role of the nurse practicing at
the bedside,

(d)

the groups agreed in their

perceptions of what comprised the

ideal bureaucratic

role of the nurse practicing at the bedside,
(e)

there

ideal

is a significant difference between the

and actual

role conceptions within both the

bureaucratic and professional concepts.
stated,

and

Simply

the respondents of this study do not believe

that nursing

is being practiced the way nursing should

be practiced.

vii

Implications of the study are presented and
discussed,

and recommendations

provided.

Vlll

for further study are
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A.

Background of the Problem

The tight
finds

fiscal environment in which health care

itself today necessitates that nurse executives

take a

long,

hard look at the utilization of both

human and material
an examination

resources.

A primary focus of such

is the role and use of professional

nursing staff.
The role conceptions held by nurses practicing in
managerial

and non-managerial positions have been

formulated as the result of education and experience.
Minehan

(1977)

states that nurses learn how one

behaves as a nurse,

and the manner in which they can

expect to be responded to as a nurse through nursing
education programs.

In the work situation,

role

conceptions develop as a direct result of personal
experiences,

observations of others'

from listening to what
nursing practice

behavior,

and

is said about nursing and

(Taunton & Ottoman,

1986).

the education and experiences of nurses
and non-management roles differ,

there

Because

in management
is a reason to

presume that the role conceptions of these groups may
also differ.

To date,

studies

1

identifying

2
discrepancies between role expectations and role
conceptions have predominantly been limited to work
with new graduate nurses and nurse educators
McDonnell,
Seybolt,
1972;

& Reed,

Pavett,

Lewandowski

literature

finds

1972;

Corwin,

& Walker,

1960

1978;

& Kramer,

(a)

(Kramer,

(b);

Benner & Kramer,

1980),

little available

A review of the
in the area of role

expectations and role conceptions across and within
groups of nurse administrators/managers and groups of
professional

nurses practicing at the bedside.

Differences between how one expects to perform and how
one actually performs has been shown to influence
effectiveness and satisfaction
Reed,

1972;

Corwin,

1978;

Benner & Kramer,

1980;

Pieta,

1976;

1960;

(Kramer,

Seybolt,

1972;

Pavett,

Lewandowski

and Taunton,

1983).

behooves nurse administrators/managers,
change the performance expectations
professional

nurse,

McDonnell,

&

& Walker,

& Kramer,
Therefore,

it

looking to

for the

to have a clear understanding of

the role conceptions held by staff nurses and how
these relate to their own conceptions.
Research related to role conceptions of the
nurse began to appear

in the literature at the same

time that hospitals became a primary employment

3

setting for nurses.

The initial exploration of role

concept of the nurse was carried out by Habenstein and
Christ

(1955).

They reported

findings based upon

interviews with 162 general duty nurses
midwestern hospitals.

Therein,

types of role conceptions:
"traditionalizer”,

in several

they described three

"professionalizer",

and "utilizer".

Although similar to the work of Habenstein and
Christ,

Corwin

(1960)

described nursing role

conceptions as being professional,
service.

In general,

bureaucratic,

and

he believed these three

components to be distinct from those described by
Habenstein and Christ.

Corwin

(1960)

defined the

bureaucratic role of the nurse as being associated
with loyalty to hospital
professional
the

administration.

role was defined as

The

implying loyalty to

standards ascribed to by the profession of

nursing.

The service role connoted loyalty to the

patient and the patient's psychological welfare.
sociologist,

Corwin's

(1961)

research interest

centered on bureaucratic-professional
dominant
time.

issue

Primary

in the

As a

role conflict,

field of role theory at the

interest centered on the role

deprivation that occurred when nurses who were

a
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socialized into a professional subculture and its
system of role expectations worked in a bureaucratic
®^vironment where the demands of role enactment
contradicted their role conceptions.
Kramer

(1970)

used much the same theoretical

frame of reference as Corwin.

Her research indicated

that baccalaureate degree nurses, who had a high
bureaucratic role conception and who professed greater
loyalty to the bureaucracy,

were more successful in

their positions in hospital nursing than those who had
a lower bureaucratic role conception.
Pieta

(1976)

modified Corwin's tool and examined

the role conceptions of nurses as perceived by senior
nursing students,

their faculties,

and head nurses.

She found differences in the perceptions of what
should be practiced and what is practiced within and
across all groups.

Minehan

(1977)

also used Corwin's

research instrument as the basis to study role.

She

suggested modifying much of Corwin's language so that
it would more closely reflect the language of nursing
practice in the 1970s.

She concluded that the

validity of the Corwin tool had decreased and
attributed this occurrence to changing values and
changing role conceptions within nursing.

Taunton and

5
Otteman

(1986),

in their study "The Multiple

Dimensions of Staff Nurse Role Conception," also
questioned the validity of Corwin's three concepts.
However,

they concluded that two of the concepts,

bureaucratic and professional,
as the service concept.

were not as ambiguous

They maintained that

bureaucratic and professional conflicts remain
potential sources of stress for today's staff nurses.
The studies suggested that a difference exists
between the manner in which the role of the nurse
practicing at the bedside is conceptualized in theory
and carried out in practice.

Therefore,

the

literature leads to the conclusion that both ideal and
actual role conceptions must be surveyed in order to
fully grasp the significance of this problem.
The literature contains little information about
studies illustrating consensus or lack of consensus
between and among management and non-management nurses
with regard to their actual and ideal conceptions of
the role of the nurse practicing at the bedside.

This

is significant in that three separate but interrelated
forces currently impacting upon the health care system
have intensified the problem of role discrepancy in
nursing.

First,

there is a nursing shortage that is

6
reaching crisis proportions in many geographical
areas.

Consequently,

individuals are looking to

develop ways to accomplish the work nurses do with
less nurses available.

Secondly,

there is a movement

within the ranks of nursing to create a hierarchy of
care givers by redefining and classifying the role
expectations of nurses.

in turn,

this has heightened

the need to expedite examination of the conception of
the staff nurse role.
become prohibitive,

Thirdly,

nursing salaries have

necessitating a decrease in the

number of professional nurses used to staff patient
care units in hospitals.
B.

Problem Statement

Differences between the way in which staff nurses
and nurse administrators/managers conceptualize the
ideal and actual role of the registered nurse
practicing at the bedside are not known.
educators,

executives,

Nursing

and leaders from across the

country have articulated their views of professional
nursing practice.

The literature is rich in

definitions of nursing practice and beliefs about the
appropriate work of nurses
Ciske,
1969;

1971;

Christman,

Halloran,

1980).

(Henderson,

1987; Kelly,
However,

1961,

1967;

1981; Jacox,

it is known that the

7
written word oftentimes conflicts with actual
practice,

and nurses at the bedside experience role

confusion.

The purpose of this study was to identify

the way in which two groups,
administrators/managers,

staff nurses and nurse

each conceptualize the ideal

and actual role of the registered nurse practicing at
the bedside.

Data was examined in order to identify

similarities and differences in the opinions of the
role conceptions within and between the two groups.
C.

Research Questions

The research questions examined in this study are
similar to those used by Pieta

(1976).

They surveyed

role conceptions for and across two groupings of the
sample population.

The groups were constructed

according to positions held within the participating
institution and included
(b)

(a)

staff nurses,

nurse administrators/managers.

and

The research

questions were:
1.

What are the perceptions of the ideal nursing

role conceptions within each of the groups?
2.

What are the perceptions of the actual

practice of the nursing role conceptions within each
of the groups?
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3.

To what extent is there a difference between

the ideal and actual role conceptions,
discrepancy,
4.

a role

within each of the groups?

To what extent are there differences in the

perceptions of the ideal nursing role conceptions
between each of the groups?
5.

To what extent are there differences in the

perceptions of the actual practice of the nursing role
conceptions between each of the groups?

6.

Are the differences between ideal and actual

on each variable in the staff nurses any different
from or equivalent to the differences between ideal
and actual on each variable of the nurse
administrators/managers?
D.

Significance of the Study

The role of the professional nurse practicing at
the bedside is of vital importance to the well-being
of hospitals.

Cost and quality of patient care are

directly influenced by the manner in which the
professional nurse is utilized.

In turn,

appropriate

use should lead to improved retention and recruitment
of professional nursing staff.
quality,

recruitment,

The issues of cost,

and retention can be positively

effected only when nurses in staff and management

9
air© able to articulate a consensus regarding
the role of the professional nurse at the bedside.
The research questions examined in this study are
crucial in defining this role.

The way in which

^^^ses responded to the questions posed in the
research tool helped to determine similarities and
differences in actual and ideal role conceptions of
nurses at various levels in an organization.
differences in perceptions occurred,

When

the variables

causing these differences were identified.

This

information was gathered and examined in order to
develop a basis upon which nursing practice can be
restructured and appropriate roles to support nurses
can be defined.

If staff nurses and the nurse

administrators/managers who supervise them do not
agree on the role of the nurse,
dissatisfaction,

role ambiguity,

and disillusionment can result or can

be perpetuated.
E.

Definition of Terms

Registered Nurse - the generic term used to
describe nurses in management and non-management
positions,

all licensed to practice by the Board of

Registration in Nursing.
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staff Nurse - an individual who is

licensed as a

registered nurse and is employed by a hospital as a
care provider,

planning and directing care or caring

for a patient or a group of patients.
Nurse Administrator/Manager - an individual who
is

licensed as a registered nurse and is employed by a

hospital as a supervisor of nursing staff

in the

administration of nursing care on a single or a group
of patient care units.
Role Conception - the internal representation of
the role expectations held by an individual at a
specified time,

including cognitions,

anticipated manuevers,

values,

and responses as measured by

bureaucratic and professional role conception scales.
Ideal Role Conception - expectations which the
research subjects perceive should exist

in the

practice of the nursing role as measured by
bureaucratic and professional

role conception scales.

Bureaucratic - refers to the administrative
rules and regulations which describe the nurse's job
in a

specific organization;

loyalty to the hospital
Malone,

1968).

it suggests primary

administration

(Berkowitz

&

11

Professional - refers to the occupational
principles which transcend the location of a specific
hospital;

it suggests primary loyalty to the nursing

profession (Berkowitz & Malone,

1968).

Actual Role Conception - expectations the
research subjects perceive to be practiced in the
nursing role.
Bureaucratic - (as defined for Ideal Role
Conception).
Professional - (as defined for Ideal Role
Conception).
Role Discrepancy - the extent to which the
perceptions of the study participants of the ideal
role differs from the perceptions of the study
participants of the actual role conception (Pieta,
1976).
F.

Limitations

This study was limited to staff nurses and nurse
administrators/managers in a 371-bed, tertiary care,
university hospital in Massachusetts.

Therefore,

results of this study are applicable only to the
participating institution.

Inferences may be drawn to

nurses in similar institutions; however,
of this study is strongly recommended.

replication

12

The study was limited to the participant's
perceptions of the ideal and actual role conceptions
of nursing and did not measure performance of the role.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
A.

Introduction

Since the 1965 American Nurses Association
position paper on professional nursing was published,
there has been ongoing debate over what constitutes
the role of the professional nurse.

This debate has

been fueled by the shortage of nurses,

by the addition

of multiple non-nursing tasks to professional nursing
staff roles,

and,

more recently,

by the crisis in the

cost of health care and the American Medical
Association's

(AMA)

proposal to add registered care

technicians to hospital staff

(1987).

This chapter includes a review of
theory,
(b)

role conceptions,

(a)

role

and role confusion;

historical perspectives as they relate to role

development in nursing;

(c)

the professional and

bureaucratic work place and its impact on role
development in nursing;

(d)

the scope of nursing

practice and its relationship to role development;
(e)

recent factors contributing to role changes in

nursing.

13

and

14
B-s—RoXe Theory and Role Conception
A review of the social science literature looking
at role theory indicates diversity,
ambiguity,

in the definition of role

MacEachern,

1966;

and Eisenstadt et.

and even
(Gross,
al,

Mason,

&

1967).

Psychologists use the term "role" to refer to the
actual behavior demonstrated by a person in a given
position.

Roles are associated with positions

themselves and not with the persons who occupy the
positions.
Sociologists appear to see role as encompassing
both cognitive and operational behaviors.
et al.

(1967)

Eisenstadt

define role as the constellation of

factors organizing an individual's position in society
in some generally socially approved patterns and
goals.

All cultures are organized around social

positions.

In turn,

the individuals who occupy these

positions perform specialized actions.

Roles consist

of norms specifying the rights of one party and the
corresponding obligations of the counter position.
Mead

(1949) ,

was instrumental
taking.

one of the earliest role theorists,
in developing the concepts of role

A role defines the way in which an individual

occupying a certain position is expected to behave,

or

15
a model for organizing the attitudes and behaviors of
the individual occupying the position.

Therefore,

these attitudes and behaviors will become congruous
with those of other individuals in similar positions.
Newcomb et al.

(1965)

believe that personality

and prescribed roles are interdependent.
their theory,

According to

the internalization of the role results

in changes in personality.

They believe that a given

personality may be one determining factor in an
individual's occupational choice and that an
individual's personality can be modified by a given
type of organizational structure.

The bureaucratic

work organization and its affect upon an individual's
personality are variables in their theory.

They

conclude that people who work in a bureaucratic
environment over a long period of time tend to take on
the values of the organization.
Getzels and Thelen
of role expectations.

(1968)

discuss role in terms

They believe that these

expectations define for the individual what she/he
should and should not do as an incumbent in a
particular role.

Social behaviors develop as an

individual attempts to cope with the integration of
(a)

an environment composed of patterns of

expectations associated with a given role,

and

(b)

behavior consistent with one's own independent pattern
of needs.

Getzels and Thelen believe that an

individual must choose whether to fulfill her/his
individual needs or the requirements of the role
within the organization.

Such a choice may potentiate

dissatisfaction and frustration.
to adequately perform in a role,

If an individual is
certain information

must be made available concerning role expectations.
This information is acquired through intentional
instruction and/or incidental learning in the
socialization process.

When an individual's role

conception or role enactment is congruent with that of
others in similar positions,

acceptance occurs.

When

there is a lack of congruence over the privileges,
obligations,

responsibilities,

a position or role,

and powers inherent in

then role conflict may ensue.

Role conflict can exist between two persons in similar
roles or between a person and the role itself

(Sarbin,

1954).
When the occupant of a role fails to meet the
expectation for that role,

other members of the role

set usually bring pressures upon the individual in
order to achieve conformity.

These role pressures.
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acts which attempt to influence the focal person, may
include withholding rewards,

such as promotions and

monetary increases, and rejection of the focal person
by other role members.

However, attitudes are

difficult to perceive.

Therefore,

it is possible for

individuals to function within a role, yet have role
conceptions incongruent with those of other members of
the role set.

Role strain, the felt difficulty in

fulfilling role obligations, may result when this
occurs.
An individual exposed to conflicting role
expectations, to the degree that fulfillment of both
is realistically impossible, experiences a conflict
situation.

Role strain develops as external role

pressures are perceived to be in conflict with the
individual's role conceptions.

Sarbin (1954)

interprets the individual's reaction to conflict
according to two other methods.

The first is a

process called "hierarchization" in which a person
decides that certain role obligations have priority
over other conflicting obligations.

The second method

one may use in an attempt to resolve a conflict
situation is through the use of "segregation;"
reacting to each role obligation separately.

18
Biddle and Thomas

(1966)

state that compromise

may occur in conflict resolution.
choose an action which is partly,

The individual may
not fully,

consistent with either set of opposing prescriptions.
This type of solution is similar to what Kramer

(1968)

refers to as adaptive role strategies or integrative
responses and what Deutscher and Montague

(1956)

refer

to as integration.
Role has been defined many ways.

However,

the

generally accepted definition is that it is the
behavior or set of activities of any person who
occupies a particular office or status.
assigned role,
skills,

It may be an

without reference to differences and

such as mother or American.

Or,

it may be an

achieved role determined by skills and education,
as nurse or teacher.

Kramer

(1974)

writes,

such

"A role is

a set of expectations about how a person in a given
position in a particular social system should act"
54) .

As such,

(p.

roles involve the expectations of

others who make up a role set.
Merton

(1957)

coined the term role set and

defined it as being all the relationships directly
involved with a particular social position.

The term

is further defined to include those who develop

19
beliefs,

attitudes and expectations about what a

person should or should not do as part of a role
(Payne,

1982) .

The role set is made up of

target or focal person,

the

the person to whom

communication is directed,
communication.

(a)

and

(b)

the sender of the

The received role and a sent role may

differ from one another.

This is dependent upon the

expectations of the receiver and sender,
attitudes and beliefs,

their

and is strongly influenced by

their interpersonal relationship.
Role episode,

a cyclic and ongoing process,

encompasses role expectations,
role,

and role behavior.

sent role,

received

Various attitudes and

beliefs found in the role set can lead to distortions
and role conflict.

Role conflict occurs when two or

more sets of expectations,
other,

incompatible with each

result in anxiety and tension for the target

person.
The greater the diversity of opinion of role set
members,

the greater chance the target person has of

experiencing role stress

(Snoek,

which includes role conflict,
overload,

role incompetence,

1966),

Role stress,

role ambiguity,

role

and role over-

qualification is often associated with role strain or
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the subjective feelings arising from role stress
(Hardy,

1978).

According to Goode (1960)

role strain

is normal given an individual's multiple role demands,
relationships, and time constraints.
Roles provide a point of reference for
identifying and predicting perceptions and behaviors,
for communicating, and for measuring and controlling
social norms.

Everyone fulfills a number of roles at

any one time; each one accompanied by its own set of
expectations.

When expectations conflict, or are

mutually exclusive,

stress and strain result.

Resolution of role stress and strain begins with
identification of the problem source and identifying
possible corrective action.

Depending upon

organizational climate, a target person might decide
to negotiate with other role members in order to bring
about resolution.

Maintaining the status quo or

leaving the role are some other alternatives that may
be considered.
Early research about role problems among staff
nurses focused on role conception.

The definition of

staff nurse role conception espoused by Corwin (1960),
the internal representation of expectations held by
staff nurses for their own behavior and the behavior
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of other staff nurses in providing care to clients,

is

the definition used by this author and other
researchers in studying the construct (Bevis,
Benner & Kramer,
1966,

1968a,

1972; Corwin & Taves,

1968b,

1962; Kramer,

1970; Kramer, McDonnell,

1972; Lewandowski & Kramer,

1975;

1980; Minehan,

& Reed,

1975).

That definition is consistent with the general
definition of role conception provided by Biddle
(1979) .

From an interpretive study utilizing

interviews with general duty nurses, Habenstein and
Christ (1955)

identified three types of role

conceptions:

professionalizer, traditionalizer, and

utilizer.

Corwin (1960)

described three components of

a staff nurse's role conception;
service,

and bureaucratic.

professional,

These were believed to be

similar to the conceptual types reported by Habenstein
and Christ.

Corwin found that a nurse's role

conception related to the type of educational program
attended.

He incorporated into his research tool,

designed to measure role conception, a mechanism for
quantifying role deprivation in the work setting as
reported by nurses.

He reported that role deprivation

was also related to the type of educational program
attended.
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Recent research related to role conception of staff
nurses has been based on the structure proposed by
Corwin.

In 1966, Kramer began reporting results from a

series of studies about the socialization of new graduate
nurses into their first work experience. Role conception
and role deprivation were dependent variables in her
research.

She investigated the relationship between role

conception and success in hospital nursing, the linkage
between role deprivation and attrition from the
profession,

and the effect of length of employment on

role conception and role deprivation (Kramer,
1968a,

1968b,

1970; Kramer, McDonnell,

Benner and Kramer (1972)
(1980)

& Reed,

1966,
1972).

and Lewandowski and Kramer

explored differences in role conceptions between

nurses in special care units and nurses in other types of
patient care units in hospitals.
Reed

(1972)

Kramer, McDonnell,

and

studied the relationship between and among

role conception,

job success, and self-actualization.

Findings from these studies indicated that nurses who
left the practice of nursing because of job
dissatisfaction had experienced greater role deprivation
than those who continued to practice and that their role
conception included high commitment to the professional
component of nursing practice.
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During her 1983 study,

attempting to develop a

staff nurse role conception tool,

Taunton identified

15 basic dimensions of staff nurse role conception.
However,

she suggested that some dimensions might be

more relevant than others and noted that a general
purpose research instrument with 15 subscales is not
practical.

Findings from this study confirm the

complexity of staff nurse role conception.
Additionally,

the information obtained also indicated

that bureaucratic-professional role conflicts remain
potential sources of stress for today's staff nurses
and the operational definitions and instruments used
by past researchers might not have reflected the real
diversity of expectations among staff nurses.
In summary,

the above section has presented role

theory as defined by sociologists,
role theorists.

behaviorists,

and

Role theory and related research were

presented to the extent required to define,
and support the construct used in the study.

describe,
Several

studies which define the construct of role conception
have also been cited.

Also presented were studies

suggesting the need to modify the earlier framework
used to study staff nurse role conception.
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—-IListorical Perspectives of DevPlopment
of the Role of the Nurse
The role of the nurse has always been bound to
culture and especially to the status of women.
Initially,
nuns,

nursing was performed in monasteries by

usually with little or no monetary rewards.

Taunton

(1983)

reports that at the time of the

Protestant Reformation,

patients were transferred from

the care of the Church to tax-supported institutions.
There,

nurses were poorly paid servants without the

hope of any rewards.
Nursing has gained much of its status and impetus
during the time of wars.
Florence Nightingale's

During the Crimean War,

(1860)

conception of nursing as

an occupation became recognized.

She envisioned

nursing as a science and an art to be practiced with
devotion.
Role confusion became an issue in nursing during
both World War I and World War II when the need for
support help for nurses became evident.
(1987)

reports that,

integrity,
need.

Reverby

in an effort to protect its own

nursing was very slow to respond to this

Nursing opinion shifted toward acceptance of

the necessity to train and supervise attendant nurses
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during the years between the two World Wars.

Absence

of unified support resulted in lack of consistency in
the education and use of these individuals.
By the 1930s,

registered nurses were becoming

responsible for assuring that the complex system of
hospital care was actually being delivered.
Registered nurses became hospital supervisors.

They

guided and oversaw patients and hospital workers
through the daily maze of activities,
tests,

procedures,

and tasks.

At an increasing rate during the Second World War
and immediate postwar years,

nursing moved farther

away from the patient's bedside.
complicated,

Care became more

and nurses gained new technical skills

and bureaucratic authority.

This resulted in

hospitals increasingly turning to yet another new
category of nursing worker,
vocational unpaid nurse.

the licensed practical or

A hospital management poll

in August 194 5 reported that 85 percent of the
administrators queried wanted practical nurses in
their institutions,
were not available

particularly when graduate nurses
(Reverby,

1987).

In the late 1950s and early 1960s,

attempts were

made to reduce the amount of time registered nurses
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spent doing office work.

The unit clerk position was

established and supervised by nurses.
1960s,

Since the

numerous support roles for nursing have

evolved,

i.e.,

nursing aides,

care technicians,
health counselors,

nurse extenders,

operating room technicians,

patient
mental

and so forth.

The movement of nursing toward professionalism has
been part of the broader social movement of women
to achieve status.

This has been an important difference

between nursing and those professions that did not have
to combat minority group status.

Nursing was defined as

an occupation subordinate to medicine;

routine tasks were

performed upon the order of the physician.
Presently,

in an expression of concern about the

shortage of nurses to deliver care at the bedside,

the

AMA proposes to prepare a non-nurse bedside caregiver
(1987).
(RCT),

Under the title Registered Care Technologist
these persons would be responsible for

implementing physician orders at the bedside.

This

apprenticeship-like program is proposed to have two
educational components,

each lasting nine months.

The

first program would prepare a basic technologist for
licensure;

the second would certify an advanced

technologist to provide critical technical care.
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,

In summary

the role of the nurse has been

defined by societal needs during each moment in
history.

Culture and the status of women have also

influenced the role of the nurse.

Nursing's inability

to articulate its role has over the years resulted in
the evolution of numerous ill-defined "support" roles.
D.

Professional and Bureaucratic Workers in Nursing
Professionals are educated to make individual

judgments and to function autonomously; they are
committed to uphold the ethical standards of their
profession and to practice according to the scientific
tenets of their disciplines.
organizations,
(Ketefian,

Yet,

as employees of

they have certain obligations as well

1985).

Etzioni

(1964)

pointed out the

inherent incompatibilities of these two sets of
expectations and the resultant conflicts.
Students of the sociology of occupations have
long recognized the inherent contradictions between
the professional and bureaucratic orientation to work.
Prominent among the problems identified is that of new
members who have socialized into a professional work
orientation and must be integrated into an
organizational system that supports a bureaucratic
orientation toward work

(Kramer,

1974;

Lortie,

1958;
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Wagenschein,

1950).

Problems exist for any system

attempting to convert young professionals into
functioning members of the organization,
also exist for the young professionals
themselves as they endeavor to adjust to the demands
of the system

(Snyder,

1982).

The nurse's dilemma in a bureaucracy is stated
succinctly by Saunders

(1954).

nurse is in fact an employee,
not a ministering angel,

He points out that the
a white collar worker,

but rather a skilled

technician who provides total care of patients.

He

observes that the characteristics of nursing include a
highly diversified type of education and activity,

and

an ambiguous status resulting from high skill and poor
rewards.

He concludes that nursing is the only

profession in which most of the important decisions
are made by those outside the profession;

that is,

the doctor and the hospital administrator.
their traditional training in hospitals,

Because of

nurses tend

to be conservative and are not innovators;
members of an organized bureaucracy.

by

they are

While 50 years

ago nurses were self-employed in private duty nursing,
autonomously directing their own professional
activities and working alone in a home setting with
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one patient at a time,

today,

they sell their services

for a number of hours per week to perform routine
tasks for large numbers of patients and are,
consequently,

unconnected with decision processes

effecting patient care.

In summary,

Saunders believes

that the nurse's current self-perception does not give
recognition to the fact that nurses have lost
professional status and have become employees of an
organized bureaucracy.
Recent development and change in nursing provides
a perspective within which to view the current role
confusion in the occupation.

Two major trends

(a)

increasing bureaucratization of the occupation,
placing nurses in the role of an employee of the
hospital,

and

(b)

increasing professionalization,

spearheaded by powerful segments within the
occupation,

have been somewhat effective in raising

the status of the occupation.

Consequently,

conflicts

and disagreements with other occupations have erupted
as a result of rapidly changing duties.

Both of these

trends have been at the expense of the traditional
service orientation of nursing.

Bureaucratization,

required for the mass administration of care to
patients,

has lead to impersonality,

rigid routine.
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task orientation,

increasing administrative duties,

and less intimate contacts with patients.
Professionalization has required increased
specialization,
knowledge,

technical proficiency,

in turn,

and medical

this has diverted the attention

of nurses from the traditional service orientation
toward achievement of prestige within the medical
community.

The consequences of these changes and

divergent trends can be observed in the role confusion
in nursing.
Benne and Bennis

(1959)

tension within nursing.

described three areas of

The first area of tension is

what they refer to as the nurse's "blurred selfimage."

They point out that "real" nursing is

considered to be bedside care.

Nurses bring this

image into nursing school and often the schools do not
dislodge it even when the schools try to do so.
However,

the nurse is actually required to perform

four major types of duties
(b)

administrative,

educational.

(c)

(a)

technical,

organizational,

Consequently,

and

(d)

there is a sharp

discontinuity between the nurse's self-image and the
actualities of her work life.

Benne and Bennis refer

to this discontinuity as "role deprivation" which
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refers to nurses'

frustration due to the fact that

they do not perform skills which they expected to
and which they were trained to perform.
The second major conflict which these authors
describe is a "nurse-doctor conflict."

They believe

this is one of the most poignant tensions within
nursing because of misunderstandings on both sides.
In the process of professionalization,

nurses have

formed an alliance with behavioral sciences while
doctors are still primarily oriented to the biological
sciences.

The dilemma of a nurse is that while one

earmark of a professional person is the autonomy to
exercise independent judgment within certain areas of
the work life,

many doctors still expect nurses to

behave only as obedient extensions of their own
professional judgment.

Benne and Bennis conclude

that:
. . . on the one hand we find schools of nursing
and professional nursing associations reinforcing
the nurse's self-image of an autonomous
professional person, sharing substantial equality
in appropriate judgement about treatment processes.
On the other hand we find doctors, perhaps
j^einforced by neglect of the study of nursing, if
not by contrary indoctrination, with their
professional education ignoring or controverting
this self-image of professional person or colleague
which many nurses hold.
(p.
382)
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The third area of conflict is the "nursesupervisor conflict."

They cite complete lack of

agreement between how supervisors prefer nurses to
spend their time and how nurses actually said they
spent their time.
These authors find much of the confusion in
nursing produced by the hospital reward system itself.
When nurses were asked what they would hope to get as
a reward and what they realistically predicted to get,
almost no correlation was found,

indicating that

nurses do not get what seems important to them.
According to Saunders

(1954),

nurses indicated that if

they were to quit nursing they would most miss most
"relationships with patients,"
gratification,"

"personal

"professional reasons," and "hospital

atmosphere and routine,"

in that order.

The authors

conclude that the factors that are most missed are not
the ones over which supervisors have control.

The

intensity of this current nursing dilemma is increased
in that these emerging bureaucratic and professional
trends are not entirely compatible,

with the first

demanding a measure of authority and status that the
second does not warrant.
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In a 1968 study,

Kramer concluded that

individuals who were professionalized in an
institution of higher education were likely to
experience major changes in role conception when
employed in a bureaucratic health agency.

The shift

in value orientation is attributed to a shift from
school or professional centered models to a work
centered model.

Kramer suggests there is inherent

worth in both bureaucratic and professional principles
of work organization.

She suggests the deliberate

blending of these seemingly divergent role concepts by
integration of some concepts in order to develop
professional role models capable of adapting and
functioning within bureaucratic organizations

(Davis,

1972).
Physicians,

administrators,

and registered nurses

themselves have had ongoing difficulty defining the
scope of practice of the professional nurse.

It

should be noted that the traditional humanitarian
oriented concept of nursing is being confronted and
replaced by emerging professional and bureaucratic
concepts.
In conclusion,

the professional nurse becomes

imbued with a rather specific orientation toward her
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functions as a practitioner.

This orientation

frequently contradicts the prevailing orientation of
the actual work situation,

which tends to follow a

bureaucratic orientation.

Attempts to merge the

antithetical work orientations often result
strain,

tension,

or conflict.

in role

It is suggested that a

new synthesis might occur as a result of the
interaction between role expectations and role
perceptions

(Murphy,
E.

1971).

Scope of Nursing Practice

The scope of nursing practice as defined by
various

legal

and administrative structures

is another

area that supports poor definition and ambiguity in
the

interpretation of nursing practice.

Scope is

usually defined through state nursing practice acts
and

institutional policies regarding nursing services.

A registered nurse

is

licensed to practice by a state

board of nursing.

The scope of nursing practice

is

defined by the nurse practice act of the state in
which the nurse
vary somewhat
language,

is

licensed to practice.

These laws

from state to state with regard to

but are similar in the manner in which they

define practice

in very global terms

(Kelly,

1974).
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Practice acts are written in general, nonspecific
terms so that practitioners'

roles can evolve without

continued need for change in legal definitions (Kelly,
1974).

Thus, one's ability to gain a clear

understanding of the scope of nursing responsibilities
via the generally worded statements found in practice
acts and organizational policies is mitigated further
by the reality of frequent,

individualistic

interpretations of these legal definitions.
In addition to definitions in practice acts, the
scope of nursing practice is further delineated by
professional organizations.

According to Anderson

(1986), the Massachusetts General Laws, c.

112,

SOB

defines professional nursing as:
. . .the performance for compensation of any of
these services in observing and caring for the
ill, injured or infirm, in applying counsel and
procedures to safeguard life and health, in
administering treatment or medication prescribed
by a physician or dentist, or in teaching or
supervising others, which are commonly performed
by registered nurses and which require
specialized knowledge and skill such as are
taught and acquired under the established
curriculum in a school for nurses duly approved
in accordance with this chapter.
(p. 7)
Nurses are further guided in their practice by the
institution in which the nurse is employed.
Under the doctrine of respondent superior, the
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employing institution is responsible for the nurse's
actions during his or her period of agency (Southwick,
1978) .

Institutional policies and position

descriptions define the scope of agency groups.
In summary, with general, non-specific practice
acts, varying professional nursing definitions, and
individual institutional policies, the possibility of
diffsiting role concepts becomes clear.

Both nurses

practicing at the bedside and the supervisors
responsible for supervising them might have very
different opinions on the role of the staff nurse.
F.

Recent Factors Contributing to Role Development
Available data supports the premise that

hospitals' demand for increased numbers of
professional nurses has evolved as a result of several
factors.

Recent controls placed upon hospital

reimbursement have restricted the ability to generate
revenue and to attract patients based upon cost.

In

light of this, hospital marketing experts are focusing
upon nursing, the most labor intensive and highly
visible service, to assure consumers that the care
provided in their facility is clearly superior (Lobb &
Reid,

1987; Buerhaus,

Baranowski,

1985).

1987; Toohey, Shillinger,

&
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With increasing patient acuity, especially in the
hospital setting, the presence of skilled nurses has
become essential

(Aiken,

1982).

Aiken contends that

nurses are the most versatile employees in a hospital
setting.

They require minimal supervision, and they

can competently perform a wide range of tasks.

In

addition to nursing functions, a nurse may also
perform duties usually assigned to secretarial and
clerical personnel,

laboratory technicians,

pharmacists, physical therapists, respiratory
therapists, and social workers.

Many of these

functions do not require the education and
competencies demanded of nurses.

However, despite the

difficulty in hiring registered nurses, available data
indicate that hospitals have not increased their use
of licensed practical nurses or nursing aides, nor
have they substituted other non-nursing personnel for
registered nurses.

Rather, they have increased the

intensity of registered nurse utilization relative to
other staff.

For instance, according to the American

Hospital Association's The Nursing Shortaqej—Facts^
fimires,

and Feelings

(1987)

data, hospitals have

decreased the number of licensed practical nurses and
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have shown a 23 percent

(69,000 full-time equivalents)

decrease in the use of ancillary nursing personnel
between 1983 and 1986.

During this same period,

community hospitals increased their employment of
registered nurses by 5.5 percent or 38,000 full-time
equivalents.

This increase in professional staff,

while decreasing non—professional support,

has further

confused the issue as nurses in the hospital setting
continue to perform numerous non-professional tasks.
Beyers

(1987)

states that nursing,

to remain

viable and to be viewed as a principle contributor to
the system,

must develop a set of commonly understood

terms or definitions that accurately describe what
nurses do.

Comprehensive definitions can flow only

from an acknowledgement of what it is that is being
defined.

Beyers

(1987)

goes on to say,

"We have not

yet sorted out what is nursing care and what care can
be given by associates and assistants.
routine personal care,

housekeeping,

and other aspects

of some care from nursing is essential"
At the current time,

Separating

(p.

74) .

given the decreased number

of professional nurses available to meet growing
patient care needs,

the system of providing care is

being examined and reorganized.

Increased patient

acuity and shorter lengths of stay necessitate an
®^9^^ized and systematic approach to patient care
activities.

Additionally,

effective utilization of

available resources necessitates an efficient,
conscious approach to care.

cost-

To achieve these goals we

will be required to employ higher paid professional
nurses capable of appropriately utilizing support
services.
G.

Summary

This chapter has offered varying perspectives on
role theory and role conceptions,

developing the

framework for the tool used in this study.

A summary

of the development of various roles in nursing has
been shared using an historical perspective,

a

perspective of the professional in a bureaucratic
setting,

and the scope of nursing practice.

Literature related to these constructs and their
impact on the development of the nursing role we see
today was also reviewed.

CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURE
A.

Introduction

The primary objective of this investigation is to
determine whether there are differences in conceptions
of professional nursing practice between nurses in
administrative/managerial positions and nurses who are
practicing in staff nurse roles.
This chapter will:
1.

restate the research questions to be

answered;
2.

identify the study population and sample;

3.

describe the research instrument;

4.

discuss the validity and reliability of the

research instrument;
5.

present the procedure for collecting data;

6.

describe the data analysis process.
B.

Research Questions

The research questions for each of the role
conceptions,

bureaucratic and professional, were

examined from two perspectives:
the groups.
(a)

within and between

The sample population was divided into

staff nurses and

(b)

nurse

administrators/managers.
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and,

1. What are the perceptions of the ideal nursing
role conceptions within each of the groups?
2.

What are the perceptions of the actual

practice of the nursing role conceptions within each
of the groups?
3.

To what extent is there a difference between

the ideal and actual role conceptions,
discrepancy,
4.

a role

within each of the groups?

To what extent are there differences in the

perceptions of the ideal nursing role conceptions
between each of the groups?
5.

To what extent are there differences in the

perceptions of the actual practice of the nursing role
conceptions between each of the groups?
6.

Are the differences between ideal and actual

on each variable in the staff nurses any different
from or equivalent to the differences between ideal
and actual on each variable of the nurse
administrators/managers?

c.

Population and Sample

The population for this study included both
registered nurses in non-management positions and
registered nurses in either administrative or
management positions employed at a 371-bed,

tertiary
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care university medical center.

The sample of 300

non-management nurses was randomly selected using 50
percent of the professional nurses from each unit.
Because the current non-managerial nursing staff was
comprised of 40 percent BSN and 60 percent AD/Diploma
graduates,

it was expected that staff would be

proportionately selected for education level
BSN).

(BSN vs.

Nurse administrators/managers comprised a

smaller number than non-managers

(N = 60) ,

therefore,

the guestionnaire was given to this entire group.
D.

Research Instrument

The research instrument

(Appendix A)

used to

collect the data for this study was a
self-administered questionnaire.

It was accompanied

by an explanatory letter from the researcher
B) .

(Appendix

The Role Concept Inventory questionnaire,

designed by the researcher,

contained items/situations

composed to elicit the participant's ideal and actual
role conceptions.

The questionnaire obtained data

which could be used to test the research questions
related to the purpose of the study.

-Development of the Research Instrument
Based on a review of studies examining role
conceptions in nursing,
situations,

a questionnaire with 35 items/

in a Likert scale format,

(Appendix A).

was developed

Items/Situations were worded to conform

to a five-point response,
to strongly disagree.

ranging from strongly agree

Three instruments dealing with

the role conceptions of nurses were used as the
foundation for this instrument
1976;

Taunton,

1983).

(Corwin,

1960;

Pieta,

Some items/situations were

retained with minimal language changes.

New

items/situations were developed by the researcher to
reflect the practice of today's nurses.
used by Pieta

(1976)

The format

was retained with modifications.

The role conception items/situations were
designed to measure the respondent's perceptions of
what the role of the practicing bedside nurse should
be and perceptions of what actually exists in the
practice of the role.

Each item/situation was

presented in the form of a hypothetical situation
which a nurse might encounter in a hospital setting.
Each item/situation was followed by two statements,
entitled A and B.

Statement A sought to measure the

respondent's perception of what the role should be.
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Statement B sought to measure the perception of what
the role ^tually is.

Respondents were asked to

indicate their extent of agreement with each statement
by selecting one of five responses:
agree,

undecided,

disagree,

strongly agree,

or strongly disagree.

The

similarities and differences between these two areas
of perception provided information about possible role
discrepancy between and among staff nurses and nurses
in administrative/management positions.
items/situations were defined,
experts,

24 nurse executives,

Once the

a group of nurse
were requested to review

and offer opinions about the questionnaire.

This

group of experts concurred with more recent literature
findings,

suggesting elimination of certain dated

items/situations and inclusion of new items/situations
depicting more contemporary potential dilemmas
(Taunton,

1983;

Smith,

1964; Minehan,

1977).

Some of

the stems used to develop new items/situations were
modifications of dimensions defined by Taunton
F.

(1983).

Validity of the Research Instrument

Validity was determined by giving the 62
items/situations

(Appendix C)

developed by the

researcher to a second group of nurse executives.
Additionally,

they were given definitions of the three
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role conceptions,

asked to read each item/situation,

and assess which role conception
professional,

or service)

(bureaucratic,

they believed each

item/situation represented.

Twelve items/situations

were determined to be invalid since there was no clear
majority opinion as to which concept the
item/situation represented.

Items/situations retained

for inclusion in the questionnaire were those selected
as measuring the role conception for which they were
designed by at least 90 percent of the participants.
Responses indicated that items/situations pertaining
to the bureaucratic concept were clear.

However,

respondents found no clear delineation between the
service and professional concepts.

When analyzing

service and professional items/situations,
noted that close to 50 percent

it was

(47 percent)

of the

participants chose a given item/situation as
indicative of the service concept,

while the other 53

percent chose the same items/situations as being
indicative of the professional concept.

This theory

was pursued further with this group of experts who
agreed that the service and professional role
conceptions have become so closely related that they
can be considered as one concept.

These findings were
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supported by recent literature which suggests that the
validity of the service concept as found in Corwin's
tool has decreased
Smith,

1964).

(Minehan,

Therefore,

1977; Taunton,

1983;

the professional concept was

redefined as items which measure a commitment to
technical,
profession;

ethical,

and educational standards of a

a commitment to knowledge as the basis of

the profession;

the ability to use judgment and power

in making decisions regarding nursing care;

and a

willingness to teach patients about their condition.
The revised tool

(Appendix D)

different panel of nurse experts

(N = 22)

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
included 12 nurse administrators
health care organizations)
education programs.

was given to a
from within

This group

(chief nurses of a

and 10 deans of nursing

Each item/situation was followed

by two role conception categories from which to
choose;

bureaucratic and professional.

Respondents

were asked to read each item/situation and assess
which role conception,

bureaucratic or professional,

each item/situation was designed to represent.
Items/Situations retained for use in the questionnaire
were those selected as measuring the role conception
for which they were designed by at least 85 percent of
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the participants.

Findings revealed that 85 percent

of this group felt that 26
clearly

items/situations were

indicative of the professional concept and

12

items/situations were clearly indicative of
bureaucratic concept.
retained

for

These 38

items/situations were

inclusion in the Role Conception

Inventory.
The revised questionnaire

(Appendix E)

designed to measure two concepts:
professional.
ordered.

The 38

bureaucratic and

items/situations were randomly

Statements A and B,

were appended to each

as defined previously,

item/situation.

The instrument

was administered to three groups of nurses
pilot

it

education,

and staff positions.

in administrative,
The group reported

They suggested that some

were redundant.
redundant

final

nurses

The

instrument was easy to understand and

complete.

this

in order to

for clarity and ease of understanding.

group was comprised of 44

that the

is

items/situations

The researcher asked that the

items/situations be identified.

analysis,

35

items/situations were chosen for the

questionnaire

professional

Following

(Appendix A) ;

23

depicting the

role concept and 12 depicting the

bureaucratic role concept.
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The two categories of role conception provided a
means of

isolating two components of a nurse's role.

They are described as loyalty or allegiance to
employing hospital as a bureaucracy
conception),

and

patient welfare
from all

(b)

professional

(a)

the

(bureaucratic role

standards and

(professional role conception).

Input

experts who participated in determining the

validity of the tool

and Taunton's

(1983)

work on

dimensions of professional practice provided the
underpinnings

for further redefining the professional

role conception.
The professional
divided

role conception was

into two categories:

(a)

further

nurse's choices about

a patient's care and welfare which would most likely
be predominantly based upon ethical and moral values,
and

(b)

nurse's choices about a patient's care and

welfare which would most likely be predominantly based
upon knowledge and education.
an opportunity
professional

for a more

This division provided

indepth analysis of the

role conception.

Validity was

ascertained by employing another panel of nurse
experts comprised of executives,
nurses,

(N =

list of the

19).

educators,

and staff

Each nurse expert was provided a

items/situations designed to represent the
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professional role conception and asked to classify
each according to the subdivision they believed
characterized each item/situation

(Appendix F).

Items/situations retained for inclusion within the
subdivisions were those selected as measuring a
particular subdivision by 85 percent of the
participants.
and 26)

Six items/situations

(2,

5,

9,

16,

11,

were shown to be indicative of decisions based

predominantly upon the nurse's ethical and moral
values while nine items/situations
18,

19,

21,

and 23)

(6,

10,

11,

13,

14,

were shown to be indicative of

decisions based predominantly upon the nurse's
knowledge and education.
G.

Reliability

The internal consistency of the two major scales
was computed using the Cronbach coefficient alpha
formula.

The internal consistency computed for role

conception was:
0.74

0.77 for overall ideal professional,

for overall actual professional,

bureaucratic,

0.57 for ideal

and 0.25 for actual bureaucratic.

Although the bureaucratic scale has a lower Cronbach
alpha score,

this may be related to the lower number

of items studied

(professional = 23; bureaucratic = 12).

Further research on this instrument needs to be done.
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-goring the Research Instrumf^nlSole Concept Inventory questionnaire was
scored on a five-point scale.

Alternative responses

were be assigned values from "1"
agree to "5"

indicating strongly

indicating strongly disagree.

The two role conception scales consisted of 12
bureaucratic items/situations and 23 professional
items/situations.

Professional items were examined as

a group and according to the previously described
subcategories.

Two scores were derived from each

item/situation on the scale:

a score for the actual

role conception and a score for the ideal role
conception.

The mean difference

(M^^) ,

the difference

between the mean of the ideal role conception minus
the mean of the corresponding actual role conception
was computed for each role conception.
The professional role conception scale was then
analyzed according to the following subscales;
1.

choices about a patient's care and welfare

which would most likely be predominantly based upon
the nurse's ethical and moral values.
2.

choices about a patient's care and welfare

which would most likely be predominantly based upon
the nurse's knowledge and education.
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Again,

two scores were derived from each

item/situation on the scale,

a score for the actual

role conception and a score for the ideal role
conception.

The mean difference

(Mj^) t

the difference

between the mean of the difference between the mean of
the ideal role conception minus the mean of the
corresponding actual role conception was computed for
each role conception.
Bureaucratic items/situations were analyzed using
similar procedures.

Two scores were derived from each

item/situation on the scale;

a score for the actual

role conception and a score for the ideal role
conception.

The mean difference

(Mj^) ,

the difference

between the mean of the ideal role conception minus
the mean of the corresponding actual role conception
was computed for each role conception.
I.

Collection of Data

Prior to conducting this study,

a proposal was

forwarded to the Nursing Research Committee of the
Medical Center.

The proposal submitted included the

institution-specific form "Application for Approval of
Nursing Research;" Chapters I,
study;

II,

and III of this

the data collection instrument; the informed

consent contract;

a narrative containing the method of
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distribution;

and the collection of both the informed

consent and the tools,
anonymity,

the methodology to insure

and the associated time frame for the data

collection.

Permission to conduct this study was

granted by the UMMC Nursing Research Committee
(Appendix G).
Packets for each participant included:
1.
study,

a cover letter explaining the purpose of the
requesting participation in the study,

assuring confidentiality

and

(Appendix B) ;

2.

the research instrument

(Appendix A);

and,

3.

an envelope for returning the completed

research instrument.
The participants were asked to return their
questionnaires,

sealed in the envelope provided,

their nurse manager within two weeks;
was provided.

to

a specific date

The nurse managers were asked to return

all collected questionnaires to the researcher.
questionnaires answered completely,
the demographic information,
inclusion in the study.

Only

irrespective of

were considered for

J»

Analysis of Data

Data were analyzed using a SPSS program on a
Harris 1000 Super Mini-Computer.
statistics including mean
standard deviation

(SD)

(M),

Descriptive

median

(Mdn),

and

were computed for the two

ideal and the two actual role conceptions,

for the

subcategories of the professional conception,
the two role discrepancies for each group.
was reported as mean scores,

+ SD,

differences within each group.

and for

The data

and mean

The significance of

the role discrepancies was evaluated by the Student t
test.

The statistical significance was defined as

those differences with a probability

(p value)

of less

than or equal to 0.05 under the null hypothesis of no
difference.

The t test assumption of normally

distributed errors was evaluated graphically by
inspection of frequency histograms.
normally distributed,

Also,

when not

a Mann-Whitney U test was done

rather than the Student t test.

Pairwise comparisons

in this event were evaluated with multiple Mann^hi^tney U Tests,

but with a Bonferonni Adjustment for

the additive Type I Error due to multiple comparisons
A histogram of each mean score was done to determine
if scores were normally distributed.

CHAPTER IV
DATA ANALYSIS
A.

Overview

This chapter presents the data analysis of the
ideal and actual role conceptions of professional
nurses in staff nurse positions and nurse
administrator/manager positions.

The discrepancies

between and among each group are also presented.

An

overview of demographic data of the research sample is
reported.

In addition,

an explanation of the

relationship of the data analysis to each research
question is presented.
B.

Demographics

Three hundred questionnaires were randomly
distributed using 50 percent of the professional
nurses from each patient care unit.

This method was

chosen since approximately 50 percent of nursing staff
in the institution studied had either a BSN or MSN,
and the other 50 percent of the nursing staff had an
ADN or diploma.

The entire group of nurse

administrators/managers were given questionnaires as they
comprised a smaller group

(N = 60) .
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C. Response Rate
Of the 179 questionnaires returned,
staff nurses.
percent

This was a response rate of 44.67

(134/300).

Forty-five were nurse

administrators/managers.
75 percent

134 were

(45/60).

This was a response rate of

The total response rate was 49.72

percent.
D. Gender
Of the questionnaires returned:
indicated that they were female,
indicated that they were male,

93.30 percent

4.47 percent

and 2.23 did not

respond to this question.
E. Highest Education Attained
The highest educational level of respondents was
presented in Figure 1.
percent had a diploma,
percent had a BS/BA,

Results revealed:

24.58

12.29 percent had an ADN,

45.81

and 17.32 percent had a MS/MA.
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0.5

Percentage of Reepongents

0.4

0.3

Diploma

AON

as/BA

MS/MA

Degree HeU By Respondent

FIG.

1

Highest Education Attained:

All Respondents
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Of the administrators/managers who responded to
the highest education attained question:

8.89 percent

had a diploma,

and 53.33

37.78 percent had a BS/BA,

percent had a MS/MA.

Of the staff nurses employed in

the critical care areas that responded to the highest
education attained question:
diploma,
BS/BA,

25.93 percent had a

16.67 percent had an ADN,

50.00 percent had a

and 7.40 percent had a MS/MA.

Of the staff

nurses employed in medical/surgical acute care areas
who responded to the highest education attained
question:

32.50 percent had a diploma,

had an ADN,

47.50 percent had a BS/BA,

percent had a MS/MA.

16.25 percent
and 3.75

Figure 2 represented these data.
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F.

Age

The age distribution of the respondents was as
follows:
years

20 to 25 years

(48.05 percent),

46 to 55 years

(7.82 percent),

26 to 35

36 to 45 years (30.73 percent),

(11.17 percent), and 56 to 65 years
Figure 3 represents these data.

Percentoqe of Re*pondont»

(2.23 percent).

20-25

26-35

36-45
4^40

FIG.

3

m

4-6-55

56-65

Years

Age Distribution:

All Respondents
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_Years in Nursing

Q-i

Figure 4 represented the years of practice
distribution for nurse respondents:
to 4 years
percent),
years

(1.68 percent),

5 to 9 years

(26.26

lo to 14 years (30.17 percent),

(19.55 percent),

25 to 29 years
percent),

Less than 1 year

15 to 19

20 to 24 years (8.38 percent),

(8.94 percent),

30 to 34 years

(2.23

35 and older (1.68 percent), and unanswered

(1.11 percent).

FIG.

4

Number of Years in Nursing:

All Respondents
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H.

Area of Employment

The percentage of respondents who worked in acute
care inpatient areas, critical care areas
emergency,

(including

recovery room, and operating room),

nursing administration were as follows:

and

acute care

inpatient (45 percent), critical care (30 percent),
and nursing administration (25 percent).
I. Research Questions
The questions asked in this study were concerned
with the identification of the ideal and the actual
role conceptions and the role discrepancies for each
group

(staff nurses and nurse administrators/

managers).
1.

The following questions were asked:

What are the perceptions of the ideal nursing

role conceptions within each of the groups?
2.

What are the perceptions of the actual

practice of the nursing role conceptions within each
of the groups?
3.

To what extent is there a difference between

the ideal and actual role conceptions, a role
discrepancy, within each of the groups?
4.

To what extent are there differences in the

perceptions of the ideal nursing role conceptions
between each of the groups?
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5.

To what extent are there differences

in the

perceptions of the actual practice of the nursing role
conceptions between each of the groups?
6.

Are the differences between

variables

ideal

and actual

in the staff nurses any different

from or

equivalent to the differences between ideal and actual
variables of the nurse administrators/managers?
These six questions were then addressed using the
following concepts:
ethical/moral

the professional concept,

the

and the knowledge/education

sub-divisions within the professional concept,
bureaucratic concept.

and the

Each question was addressed

separately.
J.

Question 1

What are the perceptions of the

ideal nursing

role conceptions within each of the groups?
The

ideal

role conception of both staff nurses

and nurse administrators/managers
concepts:

overall professional,

ethical/moral,
was presented
the

ideal

The

professional

and professional knowledge/education,
in Table

1.

The results revealed that

role conception within the overall

professional
2.03.

for each of the

concept of the staff nurses was a mean of

ideal

role conception within the overall
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professional concept of nurse administrators/managers
was a mean of 2.03,
respondents

indicating that the majority of

(both staff nurses and nurse

administrators/managers)

agree or strongly agree in

their perception of the ideal professional practice of
nursing.
The ideal role conception for the ethical/moral
subdivision of the professional concept revealed a
mean of 2.53

for the staff nurses.

The nurse

administrators/ managers group attained a mean of
2.59.

This indicated that both groups have somewhat

less clarity on their perception of the ideal
ethical/moral choices which should be made in their
practice of nursing.
The ideal role conception for the knowledge/
education subdivision of the professional concept
revealed a mean of 1.77 for staff nurses.

The nurse

administrator/manager group attained a mean of 1.70.
This indicated that the majority in both groups either
agreed or strongly agreed in their perception of the
ideal practice which should be practiced when dealing
with knowledge/education choices.
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Table 1

Ideal Role Conception

PERCEPTION

STAFF
NURSES
MEAN

Overall
Professional

2.03

2.03

Ethical/Moral

2.53

2.59

Knowledge/Education

1.77

1.70

NURSE ADMINISTRATORS/
MANAGERS
MEAN

The ideal bureaucratic role conception for both
(staff nurses and nurse administrators/managers)
was presented in Table 2.

The ideal score for the

bureaucratic concept was not normally distributed as
identified by the Kolmogorov Smirnov Goodness of Fit
Test.

Therefore,

all analyses which include the ideal

score for the bureaucratic concept were reported using
non-parametric measures,

i.e. Mann-Whitney U.

The ideal

role conception of the staff nurses for the bureaucratic
concept was a median of 2.83.

The ideal role conception

for the bureaucratic concept of the nurse administrators/
managers was a median of 2.75.

This indicated some

ambiguity in both groups when dealing with their
perceptions of ideal bureaucratic nursing practice.
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Table 2

Ideal Bureaucratic Role Conception
(Mann-Whitney U)

ROLE

MEDIAN

CASES

Staff Nurse

2.83

134

Nurse Admin./
Manager

2.75

45

U
2602.5

W
3637.5

K.

Z
-1.3738

2-TAILED P
0.1695

Question 2

What are the perceptions of the actual practice of
the nursing role conceptions within each of the groups?
The actual role conception of both staff nurses and
nurse administrators/managers for each of the concepts:
overall professional,

professional ethical/moral,

and

professional knowledge/education was presented in Table
3.

The results revealed that the actual role conception

within the overall professional concept of the staff
nurses was a mean of 2.78.

The actual role conception

within the overall professional concept of nurse
administrators/managers was a mean of 2.83,
that the majority of respondents
nurse administrators/managers)

indicating

(both staff nurses and

were close to being

undecided in their perception of what activities comprise
the actual professional practice of nursing.
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The actual role conception for the ethical/moral
subdivision of the professional concept revealed a mean
of 2.74

for the staff nurses.

The nurse administrators/

managers group attained a mean of 2.77.

This is an

average score which is close to being undecided which
revealed that both groups were undecided in their
of the actual ethical/moral choices which are
made in their practice of nursing.
The actual role conception for the knowledge/
education subdivision of the professional concept
revealed a mean of 2.64

for staff nurses.

The nurse

administrator/manager group attained a mean of 2.67.
This indicated that the majority in both groups are
leaning toward undecided in their perception of what is
actually being practiced when dealing with
knowledge/education choices.
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Table 3

Actual Role Conception

PERCEPTION

STAFF
NURSES
MEAN

Overall
Professional

2.78

2.83

Ethical/Moral

2.74

2.77

Knowledge/Education

2.64

2.67

NURSE ADMINISTRATORS/
MANAGERS
MEAN

The actual bureaucratic role conception for both
groups

(staff nurses and nurse administrators/managers)

was presented in Table 4.

The actual score for the

bureaucratic concept was not normally distributed as
identified by the Kolmogorov Smirnov Goodness of Fit
Test.

Therefore,

all analyses which include the actual

score for the bureaucratic concept are reported using
non-parametric measures,

i.e. Mann-Whitney U.

The actual

role conception of the staff nurses for the bureaucratic
concept was a median of 3.00.

The actual role conception

for the bureaucratic concept of the nurse administrators/
managers was a median of 3.08.

This indicated that the

majority of both groups are undecided about what is
actually occurring in the actual bureaucratic nursing
practice.
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Table 4

Actual Bureaucratic Role Conception
(Mann-Whitney U)

ROLE
Staff Nurse
Nurse Admin./
Manager
U
2661.0

W
4404.0

L.

MEDIAN

CASES

3.00

134

3.08

45

Z
-1.1812

2“TAILED P
0.2375

Question l

To what extent is there a difference between the
ideal and actual role conceptions,

a role discrepancy,

within each of the groups?
The extent of differences between the ideal and the
actual role conception

(role discrepancy)

within the

staff nurse and nurse administrator/manager groups within
the overall professional concept was presented in Table
5.

Table 5 indicated that the role discrepancy for staff

nurses was 0.74.

The role discrepancy for nurse

administrators/managers was 0.80.

Paired t tests

indicated that there was a significant difference between
the ideal and the actual role conceptions within both
groups at p<0.001.
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Data indicated that both the staff nurse and nurse
administrator/manager groups believe that professional
nursing is not actually being practiced in the way that
they perceive nursing should be practiced.

Table 5

Ideal and Actual Professional Role Conceptions
for Staff Nurses and Nurse Administrators/
Managers and Role Discrepancies Within These
Groups

IDEAL
M

ACTUAL

ROLE
DISCREPANCY

t VALUE

M

Prof.:
Staff
Nurse

2.03

0.35

2.78

0.40

0.74

17.33*

Prof.:
Nurse
Adms./
Mgrs.

2.03

0.33

2.83

0.43

0.80

10.47*

*P<0,001

The extent of difference between the ideal and the
actual role conceptions

(role discrepancy)

within the

staff nurse and the nurse administrator/manager groups
within the ethical/raoral subdivision of the professional
concept was presented in Table 6.

Results revealed that

the perceived ideal ethical/moral role conception of
staff nurses was a mean of 2.53 and the mean perceived
actual ethical/moral role conception of the staff nurses
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was a mean of 2.74.

The perceived ideal ethical/moral

role conception of nurse administrators/managers was a
mean of 2.59 and the

perceived actual ethical/moral role

conception of the nurse administrators/managers was a
mean of 2.77.
was 0.22,

The role discrepancy for the staff nurses

and the role discrepancy for the nurse

administrators/managers was 0.18.

The t values of 4.05

for staff nurses and 1.90 for nurse administrators/
managers were statistically significant

(p<0.001),

indicating that there was a significant difference
between the ideal and actual role conceptions within each
of the groups.

Table 6

Ideal and Actual Professional Ethical/Moral Role
Conceptions for Staff Nurses and Nurse
Administrators/Managers and Role Discrepancies
Within These Groups

IDEAL

ROLE
DISCREPANCY

ACTUAL

t VALUE

M

M
Ethical/
Moral:
Staff
Nurse

2.53

0.55

2.74

0.51

0.22

4.05*

Ethical/
Moral:
Nurse
Adms./
Mgrs.

2.59

0.65

2.77

0.60

0.18

1.90*

*P<0.001
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The extent of difference between the ideal and
the actual role conceptions

(role discrepancy)

within

the staff nurse and the nurse administrator/manager
groups within the knowledge/education subdivision of
the professional concept was presented in Table 7.
Results revealed that the perceived ideal
knowledge/education role conception of staff nurses
was a mean of 1.77 and the perceived actual
knowledge/education role conception of the staff
nurses was a mean of 2.64.
0.87.

The role discrepancy was

The perceived ideal knowledge/education role

conception of nurse administrators/managers was a mean
of 1.70 and the perceived actual knowledge/education
role conception of the nurse administrators/managers
was a mean of 2.67.

The role discrepancy was 0.97.

The t values of 17.22

for staff nurses and 10.84 for

nurse administrators/managers were statistically
significant

(p<0.001),

indicating that there was a

significant difference between the ideal and actual
role conceptions within each of the groups.
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Table 7

Ideal and Actual Professional Knowledge/
Education Role Conceptions for Staff Nurses and
Nurse Administrators/Managers and Role
Discrepancies Within These Groups

IDEAL
M
Knowledge/
Education;
Staff
Nurse

ACTUAL

ROLE
DISCREPANCY

t VALUE

M

1.77

0.41

2.64 0.50

0.87

17.22*

Knowledge/
Education:
Nurse Adms ./
Mgrs.
1.70

0.33

2.67 0.53

0.97

10.84*

*E<0.001

The extent of difference between the ideal and the
actual role conceptions

(role discrepancy)

within the

staff nurse and the nurse administrator/manager groups
for the bureaucratic concept was presented in Table 8.
Results revealed that the perceived ideal bureaucratic
role conception of staff nurses was a mean of 2.78 and
the perceived actual bureaucratic role conception of the
staff nurses was a mean of 2.99.
was 0.21.

The role discrepancy

The perceived ideal bureaucratic role

conception of nurse administrators/managers was a mean of
2.68 and the perceived actual bureaucratic role
conception of the nurse administrators/managers was a
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mean of 3.06.

The role discrepancy was 0.38.

values of 5.19 for staff nurses and 6.23

The t

for nurse

administrators/managers were statistically significant
(E<0.001),

indicating that there was a significant

difference between the ideal and actual role conceptions
within each of the groups.

Table 8

Ideal and Actual Bureaucratic Role Conceptions
for Staff Nurses and Nurse Administrators/
Managers and Role Discrepancies Within These
Groups

IDEAL

ACTUAL
M

M

ROLE
DISCREPANCY

t VALUE

^

Bureau¬
cratic:
Staff
Nurse

2.78

0.49

2.99 0.34

0.21

5.19*

Bureau¬
cratic:
Nurse
Adms./
Mgrs.

2.68

0.38

3.06 0.35

0.38

6.23*

*P<0.001
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M.

Question 4

To what extent are there differences in the
perceptions of the ideal nursing role conceptions between
each of the groups?
The ideal role conception for each of the concepts:
overall professional,

professional ethical/moral,

professional knowledge/education,
presented in Table 9.

and bureaucratic,

was

The results revealed that the

ideal role conception within the overall professional
concept of the staff nurses was a mean of 2.03.

The

ideal role conception within the overall professional
concept of the nurse administrators/managers has a mean
of 2.03.

There was not a significant difference between

the staff nurses group and the nurse administrator/
manager group in the perceived overall ideal professional
role concept

(t = 0.05).

Results of the ideal role conceptions for the
ethical/moral subdivision of the professional concept of
both groups
managers)

(staff nurses and nurse administrators/

revealed that the ideal professional

ethical/moral role conception of staff nurses was a mean
of 2.53.

The ideal professional ethical/moral role

conception of the nurse administrators/mangers was a mean
of 2.59.

A t value of -0.64 between groups indicated
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that there was not a significant difference between the
staff nurses and the nurse administrators/managers in the
ideal professional ethical/moral role concept.
Results of the ideal role conceptions for the
knowledge/education subdivision of the professional
concept of both groups

(staff nurses and nurse

administrators/managers)

revealed that the ideal

professional knowledge/education role conception of staff
nurses was a mean of 1.77.

The ideal professional

knowledge/education role conception of the nurse
administrators/mangers was a mean of 1.70.

At value of

1.02 between groups indicated that there was not a
significant difference between the staff nurses and the
nurse administrators/managers in the ideal professional
knowledge/education role concept.
Results of the ideal bureaucratic role conception of
both staff nurses and nurse administrators/managers
revealed that the ideal role conception for staff nurses
for the bureaucratic concept was a mean of 2.78.

The

ideal role conception of nurse administrators/managers
for the bureaucratic concept was a mean of 2.68.

The

difference in role discrepancies between staff nurses and
nurse administrators/managers was not significant
(t = 1.25).
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Table 9

Ideal Role Conception

PERCEPTION

STAFF
NURSES
MEAN

Overall
Professional

2.03

2.03

0.05

Professional
Ethical/Moral

2.53

2.59

-0.64

Professional
Knowledge/
Education

1.77

1.70

1.02

Bureaucratic

2.78

2.68

1.25

N,

NURSE ADMINISTRATORS/
MANAGERS
MEAN
t VALUE

Question 5

To what extent are there differences in the
perceptions of the actual practice of the nursing role
conceptions between each of the groups?
The difference in the perceptions of the actual
nursing role conception within the overall professional
concept between each group was presented in Table 10.
The results revealed that the actual role conception
within the professional concept of the staff nurses was a
mean of 2.78.

The actual role conception within the

overall professional concept of the nurse administrators/
managers has a mean of 2.83.

There was not a significant
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difference between the perceived actual professional role
in the staff nurse group

(t = -0.81).

Results of the actual role conceptions for the
ethical/moral subdivision of the professional concept of
both groups
managers)

(staff nurses and nurse administrators/

revealed that the actual professional

ethical/moral role conception of staff nurses was a mean
of 2.74.

The actual professional ethical/moral role

conception of the nurse administrators/managers was a
mean of 2.77.

At value of -0.25 between groups for the

actual indicated that there was not a significant
difference between the staff nurses and the nurse
administrators/managers in the actual professional
ethical/moral role concept.
Results of the actual role conceptions for the
knowledge/education subdivision of the professional
concept of both groups

(staff nurses and nurse

administrators/managers)

revealed that the actual

professional knowledge/education role conception of staff
nurses was a mean of 2.64.

The actual professional

knowledge/education role conception of the nurse
administrators/managers was a mean of 2.67.

A £ value of

-0.41 between groups for the actual indicated that there
was not a significant difference between the staff nurses
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and the nurse administrators/managers in the actual
professional knowledge/education role concept.
Results of the actual bureaucratic role conception
for both groups
managers)

(staff nurse and nurse administrators/

revealed that the actual role conception for

staff nurses for the bureaucratic concept was a mean of
2.99.

The actual role conception of nurse

administrators/managers for the bureaucratic concept was
a mean of 3.06.

Within the bureaucratic concept,

the

between staff nurses and nurse administrators/
managers was not significant

Table 10

(t = -1.07).

Actual Role Conception

NURSE ADMINISTRATORS/
MANAGERS
t VALUE
MEAN

PERCEPTION

STAFF
NURSES
MEAN

Overall
Professional

2.78

2.83

-0.81

Professional
Ethical/Moral

2.74

2.77

-0.25

Professional
Knowledge/
Education

2.64

2.67

-0.41

Bureaucratic

2.99

3.06

-1.07
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0.

Question 6

Are the differences between ideal and actual
variables in the staff nurses any different from or
equivalent to the differences between ideal and actual
variables of the nurse administrators/managers?
Tables 11 through 14 presented data on whether the
differences between the ideal and the actual variables in
the staff nurse group were any different from or
equivalent to the differences between the ideal and the
actual variable of the nurse administrators/managers.
Table 11 presented data which compares the ideal and
the actual professional role conception within the staff
nurse and nurse administrator/manager groups.

This table

indicated that the role discrepancy for the professional
concept between the ideal and the actual within the staff
nurse group is 0.74.

The role discrepancy for the

professional concept between the ideal and actual within
the nurse administrator/manager group was 0.80.
paired t tests,

a t value -0.69 was attained.

Using
This

indicated that there was not a significant difference in
the discrepancies of the groups.
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Ideal and Actual Professional Role Conceptions
for Staff Nurses and Nurse Administrators/
Managers and Role Discrepancies Within These
Groups

IDEAL
M
Prof.;
Staff
Nurse
Prof.:
Nurse
Adms./
Mgrs.

2.03

ACTUAL

ROLE
DISCREPANCY

t VALUE

M

0.35

2.78

0.40

0.74
-0.69

2.03

0.33

2.83

0.43

0.80

Table 12 presented data which compares the ideal and
actual professional ethical/moral role conception within
the staff nurse and nurse administrator/manager groups.
This table indicated that the role discrepancy for the
professional ethical/moral concept between the ideal and
the actual within the staff nurse group is 0.22.

The

role discrepancy for the professional ethical/moral
concept between the ideal and actual within the nurse
administrator/manager group was 0.18.
tests,

a t value 0.38 was attained.

Using paired t
This indicated that

there was not a significant difference in the
discrepancies of the groups.
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Table

12

Ideal and Actual Professional Ethical/Moral
Role Conceptions for Staff Nurses and Nurse
Administrators/Managers and Role Discrepancies
Within These Groups

IDEAL

ACTUAL

M
Ethical/
Moral:
Staff
Nurse

M

2.53

ROLE
DISCREPANCY

0.55

t VALUE

SD

2.74

0.51

0.22
0.38

Ethical/
Moral:
Nurse Adms./
Mgrs.
2.59

Table

0.65

2.77

0.60

0.18

13 presented data which compares the

ideal

and the actual professional knowledge/education role
conception within the staff nurse and nurse administrator/
manager groups.
discrepancy

This table

for the professional knowledge/education

concept between the
nurse group
professional

indicated that the role

is

0.87.

ideal and the actual within the staff
The role discrepancy for the

knowledge/education concept between the

ideal

and actual within the nurse administrator/manager group was
0.97.
This

Using paired t tests,

a t value -1.04 was attained.

indicated that there was not a significant difference

in the discrepancies of the groups.
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Table

13

Ideal

and Actual

Professional Knowledge/

Education Role Conceptions for Staff Nurses and
Nurse Administrators/Managers and Role
Discrepancies Within These Groups

IDEAL
M
Knowledge/
Education:
Staff Nurse

ACTUAL
^

1.77

0.41

M

2.64

ROLE
DISCREPANCY

t VALUE

^

0.50

0.87
-1.04

Knowledge/
Education:
Nurse Adms./
Mgrs.

Table

1.70

0.33

2.67

0.53

0.97

14 presented data which compares the ideal and

the actual bureaucratic role conception within the staff
nurse and nurse administrator/manager groups.

This table

indicated that the role discrepancy for the bureaucratic
concept between the
nurse group

is

0.21.

ideal and the actual within the staff
The role discrepancy for the

bureaucratic concept between the ideal and actual within
the nurse administrator/manager group was
paired t tests,

0.38.

a t value -2.05 was attained.

Using
This

indicated that there was not a significant difference
the discrepancies of the groups.

in
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Table

14

Ideal and Actual Bureaucratic Role Conceptions
for Staff Nurses and Nurse Administrators/
Managers and Role Discrepancies Within These
Groups

IDEAL
M
Bureau¬
cratic
Staff
Nurse

ROLE
DISCREPANCY

ACTUAL

t VALUE

M

2.78

0.49

2.99

0.34

0.21
-2.05

Bureau
cratic
Nurse
Adms./
Mgrs.

2.68

0.38

3.06

P.

0.35

0.38

Summary

The data presented in this chapter have provided
findings to each of the research questions.
through

14

show the

Tables

ideal and actual professional

1

and

bureaucratic role conceptions and role discrepancies
between each group.
1.

There

the perceived

The findings are as

follows:

is not a significant difference between
ideal professional

group and the perceived

role

in the staff nurse

ideal professional role

nurse administrator/manager group.

in the

The difference

role discrepancies between these groups

in

is not significant.
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2.

There is not a significant difference between

the perceived actual professional

role

in the staff nurse

group and the perceived actual professional
nurse administrator/manager group.

There

the perceived
concept

in the

The difference

role discrepancies between these groups
3.

role

in

is not significant.

is not a significant difference between
ideal professional ethical/moral

role

in the staff nurse group and the perceived ideal

professional

ethical/moral role concept

administrator/manager group.

in the nurse

The difference

in role

discrepancies between staff nurses and nurse
administrators/managers
4.

There

is not significant.

is not a significant difference between

the perceived actual professional ethical/moral role
concept

in the staff nurse group and the perceived actual

professional

ethical/moral role concept in the nurse

administrator/manager group.

The difference

in role

discrepancies between staff nurses and nurse
administrators/managers
5.

There

is not significant.

is not a significant difference between

the nurse administrators/managers and staff nurses

in the

ideal professional knowledge/education role conception.
The difference

in role discrepancies between staff nurses

and nurse administrators/managers

is not significant.
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6.

There is not a significant difference between

the nurse administrators/mangers and staff nurses in the
actual professional knowledge/education role concept.
The difference in role discrepancies between staff nurses
and nurse administrators/managers is not significant.
7.

There is not a significant difference between

staff nurses and nurse administrators/managers in their
perception of the ideal bureaucratic role concept.
8.

There is not a significant difference between

staff nurses and nurse administrators/managers in their
perception of the actual bureaucratic role concept.
9.

The most significant finding of this research is

that there is a significant difference between the ideal
and actual role conceptions within both groups for each
concept:

professional,

professional ethical/moral,

professional knowledge/education,

and bureaucratic.

CHAPTER V
RESULTS
A.

Introductiop

The purpose of this study was to identify the way
in which two groups,

staff nurses and nurse

administrators/managers,

conceptualize the ideal and

actual role of the registered nurse practicing at the
bedside.

Data were examined in order to identify

similarities and differences in the opinions of the
role conceptions within and between the two groups.
Role conceptions were examined by comparing
perceptions of staff nurses and nurse
administrators/managers regarding the ideal and actual
practice of nursing in a 371-bed university,
hospital.

teaching

The following six questions guided the

investigation:
1.

What are the perceptions of the ideal nursing

role conceptions within each of the groups?
2.

What are the perceptions of the actual

practice of the nursing role conceptions within each
of the groups?
3.

To what extent is there a difference between

the ideal and actual role conceptions,
discrepancy,

within each of the groups?
86

a role
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4.

To what extent are there differences in the

perceptions of the ideal nursing role conceptions
between each of the groups?
5.

To what extent are there differences in the

perceptions of the actual practice of the nursing role
conceptions between each of the groups?
6.

Are the differences between ideal and actual

variables in the nurse administrators/managers any
different from or equivalent to the differences
between ideal and actual variables of the staff
nurses?
A questionnaire was designed and sent to 300 non¬
management nurses who were randomly selected using 50
percent of the professional nurses from each patient
care unit.

This random sampling,

as expected,

resulted in a return of 50 percent ADN/diploma and 50
percent BSN respondents.

Since the management group

comprised a smaller number than the non-management
group

(N = 60) ,

the questionnaire was given to the

entire group.
The rationale for this study was developed using
social science literature

(Mead,

1967;

1967; Newcomb et.

Eisenstadt et.

Getzels & Thelen,

al.,

1968;

1949; Gross et.

and others)

al.,

al.,
1965,

as well as role
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theory

(Sarbin,

1974; Hardy,

1957;

1978;

Biddle & Thomas,

and Snoek,

1966).

1966;

Kramer,

Other literature

cited included a review of nursing history as it
related to role development in nursing,

the

professional and bureaucratic workplace and its impact
development in nursing,

the scope of nursing

P^^ctice and its relationship to role development in
nursing,

and recent factors contributing to role

changes in nursing.
This chapter presents a summary of the major
findings of the study.
discussed,

Implications of the study are

recommendations from the study are offered,

implications for the profession of nursing are
reviewed,

and areas for further investigation are

suggested.
B.

Manor Findings

The major findings of this study were presented
as they relate to the ideal role,

the actual role,

and

the discrepancy between and within each group studied.
The professional and bureaucratic concepts were used
to facilitate this research.
1.

The major findings were:

There was not a significant difference

between the perceived ideal professional role in the
staff nurse group and the perceived ideal professional

role in the nurse administrator/manager group.

The

in role discrepancies between these groups
was not significant.
2.

There was not a significant difference

between the perceived actual professional role in the
staff nurse group and the perceived actual
professional role in the nurse administrator/manager
group.

The difference in role discrepancies between

these groups was not significant.
3.

There was not a significant difference

between the perceived ideal professional ethical/moral
role concept in the staff nurse group and the
perceived ideal professional ethical/moral role
concept in the nurse administrator/manager group.

The

difference in role discrepancies between staff nurses
and nurse administrators/managers was not significant.
4.

There was not a significant difference

between the perceived actual professional
ethical/moral role concept in the staff nurse group
and the perceived actual professional ethical/moral
role concept in the nurse administrator/manager group
The difference in role discrepancies between staff
nurses and nurse administrators/managers was not
significant.
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5.

There was not a significant difference

between the ideal professional knowledge/education
role concept in the staff nurse group and the ideal
professional knowledge/education role concept in the
nurse administrator/manager group.

The difference in

role discrepancies between staff nurses and nurse
administrators/inanagers was not significant.
6.

There was not a significant difference

between the actual professional knowledge/education
role concept in the staff nurse group and the actual
professional knowledge/education role concept of the
nurse administrator/manger group.

The difference in

role discrepancies between staff nurses and nurse
administrators/managers was not significant.
7.

There was not a significant difference

between the ideal bureaucratic role concept in the
staff nurse group and the ideal bureaucratic role
concept in the nurse administrator/manager group.
8.

There was not a significant difference

between the actual bureaucratic role concept in the
staff nurse group and the actual bureaucratic role
concept in the nurse administrator/manager group.
9.

The most significant finding of this research

was that there was a significant difference between

the ideal and actual role conceptions within both
groups,

staff nurses and nurse administrators/managers

for each concept:
ethical/moral,

professional,

professional

professional knowledge/education,

and

bureaucratic.
C.

Discussion and Implications of Manor Findings
The research of Pieta

1961),

(1976)

and Corwin

upon which this study was based,

(1960,

both indicated

differences between nurse administrators/managers and
staff nurses regarding their perceptions of the role
of the nurse practicing at the bedside.

However,

data

from this study indicated that there was not a
significant difference between these groups.
Therefore,

the rationale for these findings had to be

determined.

As this researcher further analyzed the

earlier studies

(Pieta,

1976 and Corwin 1960,

1961),

the data supported the conclusion that differences in
perception could be related to differences in
educational preparation.

For instance,

Pieta

(1976)

studied all diploma graduates without degrees and in
Corwin's study
had degrees,
this study,
education

(1961),

only 13 percent of the staff

while within the institution used for
more staff nurses have higher levels of

(50 percent BSN or higher)

than in the
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groups studied by Pieta
*

(1976)

and Corwin

(I960,

Another reason might have been that nurses

practicing within the institution studied had a
clearly delineated framework from which they derived
their practice of professional nursing.
Respondents to this study,

both nurse

administrators/managers and staff nurses,

agreed on

both the ideal and the actual professional practice of
nursing.

However,

they did not believe that the ideal

was being practiced.
actual vs.

In fact,

the perception of the

ideal professional role conception in all

groups was identified as the area of greatest
potential role discrepancy.
The professional role conception as defined in
this study had become a primary focus of nursing.
the purpose of this study,

For

the professional concept

was defined as the occupational principles which
transcend the location of a specific hospital.

It

suggests primary loyalty to the nursing profession,
and thus,

to the patient.

It referred to the

professional practice of staff nurses who care for
patients.

The findings showed that nurse

administrators/managers and staff nurses perceived the
professional role in the ideal should be practiced to
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the largest extent,

i.e.

the groups strongly agreed or

agreed that the ideal professional concept was the
most desirous practice.

These data indicated that in

the institution used for this study nurse
administrators/managers and staff nurses alike had
similar perceptions regarding the role of the staff
nurse.

In an effort to ascertain whether or not

variables might have influenced these findings,

an

analysis of variance was done comparing education,
area of work

(critical care and acute care),

length of time in nursing.

age,

and

There was no significant

difference based upon any of the variables studied.
The fact that there was no significant difference
based on the variables studied indicated that all
respondents within the institution used for this study
agreed that what should be practiced in the ideal was
not actually practiced.
The researcher then defined some of the items
studied which during the instrument development were
defined as clearly professional.

These items were

responded to as being professional by 100 percent of
the nurses involved in the preliminary evaluation of
the questions.

The following items/situations were

frequently responded to in the ideal as strongly agree
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or agree,

but in the actual as undecided,

strongly disagree.
contradiction,
instance,

disagree,

or

m an effort to demonstrate this

several key items were presented.

in item/situation 4,

For

"Professional nurses at

Hospital A spend the majority of their work time
providing direct patient care," 78.8 percent of those
responding felt

(agree or strongly agree)

that direct

care should be provided by professional staff nurses
while only 45.5 percent felt that this was what
actually occurs.
In item/situation 6,
expected and encouraged,

"Professional nurses are
based on their unique

relationship with the patient,

to share as much

information about their condition as they believe best
for the patient," 78.8 percent felt that nurses should
share information with patients
agree),

(agree or strongly

but only 54.2 percent felt that this was

actually being done

(disagree or strongly disagree).

In item/situation 9,

"A professional nurse tries

to comply with professional standards even though at
times her actions are resented by her peers," 96
percent of those responding felt that nurses should
comply with standards despite resentment of peers
(agree or strongly disagree),

yet when answering as to
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what is actually done,

43 percent were either

undecided or disagreed with this statement.
In item/situation 12,

"A nurse manager believes

that professional nurses can assist patients to
recover more quickly by helping to alleviate the fears
troubling them.

Therefore,

nurses are rewarded for

spending time talking with patients about their
concerns," 93 percent felt that nurses should be
rewarded for talking with patients
agreed),

(agreed or strongly

while at the same time 74.9 percent either

disagreed or strongly disagreed that this actually was
being done.
In item/situation 13,

"A professional nurse

should always ascertain the patient's understanding of
the reason for hospitalization before planning nursing
care," 96 percent felt that nurses should assess a
patient's understanding before providing care
or strongly agree),
undecided,

(agree

while 50.8 percent were either

disagreed,

or strongly disagreed on this

point.
In item/situation 14,

"A professional nurse

should stand up for him/herself and defend nursing
actions with sound reasoning and principles," 98
percent felt that nurses should defend their actions
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With reasoning and principles
agree),

(agree or strongly

while 35 percent indicated that this was not

done in actual practice.
In item/situation 23,

"Professional Nurse A

always instructs the patient regarding the side
effects of medications," 92.7 percent felt that nurses
should educate patients of adverse side effects of
drug actions

(agree or strongly disagree),

percent either strongly disagreed,

while 55

disagreed,

or were

undecided about it being done.
In item/situation 30,

"The professional nurse at

Hospital A establishes goals for nursing care with
input from physicians and families," 96 percent felt
that nurses should establish patient goals with
physicians and families

(agree or strongly agree),

40 percent were either undecided,
strongly disagreed,

disagreed,

yet

or

indicating that they believed this

was not done.
In item/situation 31,

"A professional nurse

includes family members in discharge planning conference,"
98 percent felt that nurses should include family members
in discharge planning

(agree or strongly agree),

percent were either undecided,
disagreed,

disagreed,

yet 36

or strongly

indicating that they believed this was not done.
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,

In item/situation 32

"The professional nurse

recognizes that she is responsible for communicating with
peers when they do not follow through on the plan
initiated," 96 percent felt that nurses should communicate
with peers when they do not follow through on the plan
indicated

),

(agree or strongly agree

indicated that this was not done

yet 44 percent

(disagree or strongly

disagree).
In item/situation 33,

"When providing information to

patients about commercial products,

a professional nurse

describes a variety of similar products so that a patient
can make his/her own decision," 89 percent felt that nurses
should discuss product options with patients
strongly agree),

(agree or

while 45 percent indicated that this

either was not being done or they do not know if it was
being done

(undecided,

disagree,

or strongly disagree).

The reasons for this dichotomy between what the ideal
should have been in nursing practice and what was actually
practiced was can be related to many issues.

This was

particularly so in a university teaching institution,
as the one used in this study.
advocate,

such

The nurse's role as

protecting the best interests of the patient,

is

challenged by the hospital's mission to prepare practicing
physicians.
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Nurses are required to complete a great amount of
paperwork including report sheets,
classification information,
Items.

etc.,

patient
all quantifiable

Many of the psychosocial/supportive aspects of

the nurse/patient relationship are less quantifiable,
and when pressed for time, more likely to be left
undone.
Decisions about patient care are usually made
during rounds.

Nurses might not be an accepted part

of this activity.

This creates a role discrepancy for

the nurse who is educated to believe that their
contribution is welcomed and valued.

The one group

that a nurse predictably feels fully accepted by is
his/her peer group.

Hence,

nurses seem hesitant to

address issues that might potentially complicate or
harm these support systems relationships.
Kahn

(1974)

revealed that some degree of role

conflict and ambiguity is inevitable in complex
organizations.

All hospitals are task-oriented,

bureaucratic organizations interested in standardized,
routine operation.

These interests conflict with the

ideal practice of professional nursing.

The hospital

environment is where most nursing practice takes
place,

yet,

the hospital as a bureaucratic
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organization deters nurses from practicing autonomously,
not allowing nurses to assume responsibility for
independent thinking.

Autonomy or independent

responsibilities is where hospital nursing fell short
of professional practice as defined in the literature.
According to Aiken
Kovner

(1990);

(1990); Hendrickson,

and Jones

(1990),

Doddato,

and

nurses have little

control over how they practice or even if they
practice nursing,

instead they are required to do a

variety of other tasks mandated to them within the
bureaucratic workplace.

Literature supports that role

conflict in nursing is generated from a variety of
sources within the health care system.

Aiken

(1990)

maintained that professional nurses often provide
services that should be provided by other health care
workers.
i.e.

Other providers include support personnel,

housekeepers,

personnel,
pharmacy,
therapy,

clerical staff,

and transport

as well as indirect care providers,
laboratory,

social service,

and respiratory therapy.

i.e.

physical

Lack of these

support services has decreased the amount of time
professional nurses can spend in caring for patients.
This absence of support personnel also contributes to
excessive workloads and frequent overtime for nursing
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staff.

Ketefian

(1985),

who studied the effect of

role conception and its influence on nursing practice,
found that a professional role orientation is not
greater in community settings where nurses were able
to exercise more independent judgments.

She concluded

that the organizational setting served to reinforce
rather than change the role orientation practice of
nurses.
Also,

a professional has to be respected and

accepted by other professional colleagues.

Nursing

has had difficulty with the attainment of professional
status because of its largely female members and
inconsistent education and image.

The lack of

consistent professional image and education makes
attainment of professional behaviors more difficult.
Part of nursing's image involves a commitment to the
professional supported by the development of the
professional self.

Cornerstones of practice for the

professional are involvement,
motivation

(Styles,

1987).

commitment,

In turn,

is shaped by the educational process,
setting,

and

nursing's image
the practice

and society's view of what nurses do.

Historically,
dependent,

nurses have been socialized to be

nurturing handmaidens.

Following orders
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and adhering to routines were hallmarks of the nurses'
role.

More recently,

however,

societal trends have

broadened many aspects of the nurse's responsibilities.
Socialization to professional nursing involves a
process of learning content and skills and
internalizing a self-identity appropriate to nurses'
specific roles"

(Leddy & Pepper,

1985,

p.

3).

in

order to achieve a collective professional identity,
nurses must deal with diverse educational backgrounds
and refute the assumption that "a nurse is a nurse..."
(Leddy & Pepper,

1985,

p.

42).

Nurses practicing in a

bureaucratic setting would be advised to define their
practice just as a nurse in independent practice.
Many studies support that a clash of perspectives
occurs once the new graduate enters the world of
hospital nursing
Pieta,

1976;

(Corwin,

Green,

1960,

1988).

1961; Kramer,

1974;

This study differed from

earlier findings because a clash of perspectives was
noted within all nurses employed at the institution
studied who responded to the questionnaire.
regardless of age,

experience,

or position,

Nurses,
all

perceived a role discrepancy.
Results of this study,

with all groups agreeing

on the ideal practice of nursing,

might also have been
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reflective of nursing's ability to define itself more
clearly as a profession.

The profession of nursing

had done a lot to get nurses to look at the role of
the nurse.

Although nurses might now be able to agree

on the ideal role of professional nursing,

the

profession found itself unable to practice the role.
Role related values are domain specific and
consist of both an extension of one's personal and
professional values into the workplace and shared
®^9^^izational values.

Organizational theory supports

that the leaders in an organization are able to define
goals and structures to which people are drawn.

This

researcher contends that the nurses within this
institution have similar professional values and,
therefore,
nurse.

agree on the role of the professional

The question which must be answered is why

nurses feel that they are not able to practice
professional nursing.
In studying the bureaucratic concept,

findings

indicated that there was not a significant difference
between staff nurses and nurse administrators/managers
in the bureaucratic concept.

The nurse

administrators/managers did have a greater discrepancy
between the ideal and actual bureaucratic concept.
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This higher discrepancy in the nurse administrator/
manager group might have occurred for several reasons.
All nurse administrators/managers in this study were
primarily educated to provide direct patient care,
as supervisors.

not

Nurse administrators/managers in the

institution studied did not generally provide direct
patient care,
positions,

so that by virtue of their management

they were providing supervision which

required them to oversee the administration of care
rather than providing the care themselves.

Hospitals

facing severely limited resources might not have
provided these administrators/managers with the
ability to support the care that they felt was
optimal.
Literature discussed the degree of diversity
inherent in nurse executives'

positions,

thereby

supporting the findings that nurse administrators/
managers had more role discrepancy in the bureaucratic
concept

(Singleton & Nail,

1984; Scalzi,

Within the bureaucratic concept,

1990).

there was a

significant difference within each groups between what
should ideally be practiced and what is actually being
practiced.

Clearly,

the reasons for this dichotomy

can be related to many of the previously discussed
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issues which relate to professional practice.

Role

compatibility and conflict between organizational and
professional commitment for nurses had been the focus
of several studies over the past few decades
1990; Hendrickson,
Jones,

1990).

Doddato,

and Kovner,

(Aiken,

1990;

and

The typical view had been that the

professional employee must choose between the
profession and the employing organization since the
values of each conflict.
In addition to adhering to the rules of the
hospital bureaucracy,

as a professional group,

nurses

are subject to both the administrative and policy
practices of the medical staff.

Nursing must

adjudicate between these policies and their own
professional code.

Richard Hall

(1968)

in his

analysis of structural and attitudinal aspects of
professionalism suggested that there is usually an
inverse relationship between professionalization and
bureaucracy.

He argued further,

however,

that the

presence of professionals in organizations can affect
the structure of the organization.

His study

suggested that increased bureaucracy threatens
professional autonomy.

He maintained that the strong

drive for autonomy on the part of a professional may
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come into direct conflict with organizationally based
job requirements.

He also maintained that the

organization may be threatened by strong professional
aspirations of some of its members.
the view held by Kramer

(1974)

This supported

who suggested that

there is inherent worth in both bureaucratic and
professional principles of work organizations.

She

suggested the blending of these seemingly divergent
role concepts by integration of some concepts in order
to develop professional roles capable of adapting to
and functioning within bureaucratic organizations
(Kramer,

1974).

Nursing is currently undergoing a transition by
which institutions that have previously dominated the
profession come into conflict in the process of
nursing reorganization.

Consequently,

there are

diverse loyalties within nursing and sometimes these
are inconsistent.

Nurses today appear to articulate a

relatively high professional self-concept,

but this is

sometimes threatened by requirements of the
bureaucratic role.
Data in this study indicated that there is a
significant difference between the ideal and actual
bureaucratic role concept in both the staff nurse and
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nurse administrator/manager groups.

Staff nurses

believe that the bureaucratic concept was practiced
less in the ideal than the nurse administrators/
managers,

however,

the staff nurses believe that the

bureaucratic concept is practiced more in the actual
than the nurse administrators/managers.

This finding

might be due to the fact that nurse administrators/
managers were more affected by bureaucratic rules and
regulations than the bedside nursing staff.
In summary,

while both the staff nurses and the

nurse administrators/managers agreed on the ideal
pi^actice of nursing,

they also agreed that this was

not reflected in actual practice.

These beliefs might

have been due to socialization or education.

They

might have also been reflective of a inculcation of
more professional attributes which were not yet
reflected in practice due to the bureaucratic
structure of the institutions.

Managers probably had

slightly more role discrepancy within the bureaucratic
concept due to their daily work and their involvement
with more bureaucratic rules and regulations.
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fi-s-Implications for Nursing
This study has identified significant ambiguity
between the ideal practice of professional nursing and
the actual practice of professional nursing,

it is

important for all nurse administrators/managers to
examine this issue.
this study,

Based on the limited findings of

it is important that nurse administrators/

managers remain alert to this difference.

In turn,

they must be prepared to intervene so that staff
nurses may be properly protected against undue
pressure from physicians,
ancillary departments.

administrators,

and

Those caught between

conflicting expectations are entitled to guidance from
their immediate superiors when choices must be made.
Nurse administrators/managers must keep communication
open between staff nurses and other levels of the
organization.

Clearly,

clearly understood role,

"If nurses do not define a
they may have difficulty

maintaining their precarious professional status
because they will not have demonstrated that they
possess a unique set of skills"
Within a broader framework,
clarify professional values,

(Rademaker,

1982).

nursing leaders must

attributes,

goals,

and

priorities to both nursing and society and help them
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form leaders who must educate staff with a basis for
Choosing to which of the conflicting expectations one
Should respond.

There continues to be much written

about the role of the nurse and nursing.
more forceful spokespersons is Orlando

One of the

(1987);

The nursing profession has the opportunity to
"I
alternate paths as i? enters
21st century.
One is a dependent path; the
other IS independent.
By virtue of a license
nurses have authority to practice their
profession independently.
Yet some nurses,
health care policy makers, and administrators of
institutions and agencies formulate and implement
roles and activities for nurses in order to
fulfill the aims of medicine and institutional
bureaucracy.
This problem "forces” nursing to
travel a dependent path.
A view is set forth
that the problem stems from the collective
failure of nursing to articulate and implement a
function and product distinct from that of
medicine and other professions.
Making this
distinction is critical to the charting of an
independent path.
Nursing's past and present are
examined in terms of the service nursing does in
fact provide for society.
This operationally
defined role of nursing is presented in marked
contrast to the definition of nursing currently
being promulgated by the American Nurses'
Association.
Collective articulation of a
distinct function and product are set forth as a
prerequisite for nurses to assume professional
authority as they practice.
This will safeguard
consumers of professional nursing as well as the
work and future of nursing as an independent
profession.
(p. 405)
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Results of this study indicate very clearly that
nurses within the

institution studied do not believe

that they are practicing nursing as
practiced.

it should be

This group of nurses believe that the

independent path as defined by Orlando
ideal practice.

However,

(1987)

is the

this same group seems to be

implementing a dependent role.

Again,

one solution

might be that nursing articulate and implement a
function and product distinct from that of medicine
and other professions.
E.
The

Recommendations

following recommendations were derived from

analysis of the data attained and should contribute to
reducing role discrepancies within nursing.
Nursing education would be advised to plan
courses that provide students with more realistic
experiences

in a hospital

setting.

The

intent of such

courses would be to provide students with an
opportunity to more closely observe and participate

in

the real world of staff nursing.
Nursing service administrators should help staff
to clearly articulate the role of the professional
nurse within individual
professional vs.

institutions.

The role of the

the role of the technical nursing
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staff in organizations should be made clear.

Hospital

administrators would be advised to ensure that support
departments provide appropriate services,

thus

preventing nurses from assuming tasks which are
clearly non-nursing.
A national plan should be developed by a
committee comprised of members from various nursing
oj^9^^izations.
P^^®P^J^stion,

Their task would be to address

education,

nursing practice.

expectations,

and levels of

Nursing service administrators are

advised to assure maximum utilization of modern
technology,
computers,

including electronic data processing and
for documentation of patient care.

This

would help reduce the administrative tasks staff must
perform.

Nursing service administration might more

clearly define the supports needed by nursing staff to
assure quality care is provided in the most effective
manner,

and finally,

nursing services would be advised

to be organize itself to provide increased support to
professional nurses,
effectively.

enabling them to work more

Ill
E.S—Suggestions for Further Research
This study was limited in that it was purely
quantitative in nature.
institution,

Since data were limited to one

results cannot be generalized.

Further

studies should include numerous and varied institutions
from all the areas of the country.

Further studies should

also include interviews to validate that the perceptions
derived from this study are accurate.

Literature

available reports that nurses are doing
functions.
actually
done.

many non-nursing

Further research to validate that nurses are
performing non-nursing functions needs to be

Such studies might investigate the feasibility of

others performing non-nursing tasks.

Findings of this

study might also be validated using observational
techniques.

A research project should be developed which

could use measures of congruity between work expectations
and actual work.

Since role discrepancy is known to cause

job dissatisfaction,

it would be beneficial to conduct

role and satisfaction studies concurrently.

Interviews

should be done to ascertain why nurses perceived that they
are not practicing what they believe is ideal nursing
practice.

Research might also address adaptive strategies

for nurses to utilize which might help them deal with role
disparity or confusion.
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G.

Conclusion

Findings in this study suggest that role
discrepancy is as significant as indicated within much
of the literature.

Literature also supports that role

ambiguity results in dissatisfaction and turnover.
Clearly,

there is much work to be done concerning role
if nurses are to become satisfied with

their professional practice.
In conclusion,

findings of this study supported

th© numerous writings which discussed the confusion
between role expectations and role performance.
Beyers

(1987)

stated that nursing,

to remain viable

and to be viewed as a principle contributor to the
system,

must develop a set of commonly understood

terms or definitions that accurately describe what
nurses do.

Comprehensive definitions can flow only

from an acknowledgement of what it is that is being
defined.

Murphy

(1971)

related that the professional

nurse becomes imbued with a rather specific
orientation toward particular functions as a
practitioner in the ideal.

This orientation

frequently contradicts the prevailing orientation of
the actual work situation,

which tends to follow a

bureaucratic/task orientation.

Attempts to merge the
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antithetical work orientations often results in role
conflict.

It has been suggested that a new synthesis

might occur as a result of the interaction between
role expectations and role perceptions
The attention of practitioners,
researchers,
interactions.

(Murphy,

1971).

as well as

needs to be directed to accommodate such
Attention also needs to be directed

toward the conflicts which are potential problems.
Within this framework new knowledge might be derived
which has implications for the actual practice of
nursing.

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
NURSING ROIE a»^CEP^C»^S
INSTRUCTIONS; Ihis section consists of a list of 35
situations in vSudi a nurse inii^t find herself. You are
to indicate both;
(A)

The extent to vAiich you think the situation
should be the idecil for nursing.

(B)

Ihe extent to vMch you think the situation
actually exists in the hospitcil.

Notice that two statements require answers for each
situation. Consider the statements of what should be the case
and of vdiat is actually the case separately; try not to let
your answer to one statement influence your answer to the
other statement. Giye your opinions; there are no "wrong"
answers.
Indicate the degree to vAiich you agree or disagree with
the statement by circling one of the altematiye answers
ranging from STRCM3LY AGREE - #1, AGREE - #2, UNDECIDED - #3,
DISAGREE - #4, and STRONGLY DISAGREE - #5.
STRCM5LY AGREE

Indicates that you agree with the
statement with almost no exceptions.

jifznvp.

Indicates that you agree with the
statement with some exceptions.

UNDECIDED

Indicates that you could either "agree"
or "disagree" with the statement with
about an equal number of exceptions
in either case.
Indicates that you disagree with the
statement with some exceptions.

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

Indicates that you disagree with the
statement with almost no exceptions.
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Please check the response appropriate for you.
AGE:

20 26 36 46 56 66+

25
35
45
55
65

EMPIOYMENT:

SEX:

F

POSITION:

Inpatient
ICU/ED/NELF/Dialysis
Adniinistration/
Management

Staff Nurse
Nurse Administrator/Manager

LENGIH OF SERVICE AT THIS INSTITUnON:
_
_
_
_

Less than 1 year
1-5 years
6-10 years
More than 10 years

lENGTH OF SERVICE IN NURSING:
Less than 1 yectr
1-4 years
5-9 years
10-14 years
EDUCATiai:

Basic Nursing
Education

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34

years
years
years
years

35-39 years
40-44 years
45-49 yecirs
50+ years

EDUCATTC^r:

Hipest Degree
Earned

AD
BS/BA
MS/MA
Fh.D.

Diploma
AEN
BSN
MSN
Hi.D.
OTHER:

OTHER:
(specify)

(specify)

A.

This is vhat rurse d-culd (k>.

a.

1

2

3

4

©

B.

This is vhat mrses actiianY

R

1

©

3

4

5

HEFE IS M EXMCLE

uiStrongly
Disagree

^Undecided

4

Strongly
Agree

‘^Aqree
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s
•H
Q

ftDfessicnal nurses in Ho^ital Z cxTBidar tte
patient's ph^ical, sccdal, and psychalcxgical
reeds vhen develcping a plan of care.

Strongly
Agree

0)
QJ

^Undecided

EE SUFE TO PLACE A CHECK MARK AFTER BCflH SfIMEMENIS A AND B
AGOaOING TO TOUR CETKEE OF A3iEEMENr WITH IT...

nj
U3
•H
Q
4

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

1

2

3

4

5

SnUATICN

1.

2.

? a
0 (Ol
cn Q
5

A professicnal nurse vho is freqLEntly late
for vjork is not being cmsidered for prarciticn
evai ttoi^ ^ meets positicn expectaticns
in every other respect.
A

TViis is

nurses should do.

n

TViis is ^«hat rurses actually do.

A professicnal rurse tries to inoorparate her
professicnal ideals and standards into her
practioe even thou^ they sotetimes ocnflict
with hospital regulaticns.

A.

This is what rurses shculd do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is what rurses arrhianY do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

3.

4.

5.

6.

B
3

-T _ *

•H
U

B ^
J •H
li Q
5

1

^ .

Disagree

snuKncN

wAgree

Strongly
Agree

UB

The nirse inanagar insists that the niLes be
follcwad at all tines even if sene da rot
seam practical.
A.

Ihis is vhat dxuld he

^

B.

This is vhat is actmllv d-re.

n

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Profe^cnal nurses at Haspital A spail the
najcQdty of their vrark tine provilirg direct
patient care.
A.

This is vhat rurses druid cto.

a.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

Ihis is vhat mrses actmllv (to.

r.

1

2

3

4

5

A professicnal nurse refuses to carry cut any
task car procedure that she believes is rot in
the best interest of her patient.
A.

This is vhat rurses dould (to.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat rurses actiBllv cto.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

Rtofessicnal rurses are expected and
encouraged, based cu their unic}je relaticndiip
with the patient, bo siure as nuch infomatiai
abort their emditien as they believe best for
the patient.
A.

This is viut rurses should (to.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat rurses actually (to.

B.

1

2

3

4

5
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f
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YT

>1

■H

3 &

in ^
7.

8.

9.

1
ss
1

s ^

•H
Q
4

2

I'Airss

viisn Gwaluating professicricil
ruacses far prorDtiicn, ocnsidEr length of
experienoe cn the jab to be the itost ijipca±ant
fdi-tXJL‘»
A.

This is what ^ruld be

a

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is what is actuallv dmp..

r

1

2

3

4

5

A pcofessicnal nurse cbservAes that arothar
nurse has repeatedly ignored an anportant
hoepital rule and reports the finding to tte
nurse manager.
A.

This is vhat nurses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat mrses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

A professicnal nurse tries to aarply with
professional standards even thou^ at tines her
acticns are resented by her peers.
A.

This is vhat nurses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

R.

This is vhat mrses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

10. In Hospital C a physician ordered a patient to
be ip in a ciiair three times a day. The
professicnal nurse caring for the patient
believes that the patient is ready to advance
to anbulating. The nurse disctraes her
cpinicn with the physician.
A-

This

vhat mrses should do.

R.

TbiR is ihat mrses actuallv do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

1

2

3

4

5

**• Disagree

^ Disagree

3

•H

to

Aoree

Agree

Strongly

T

Strongly
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1

A.

Uiis is viiat ^iculd hp dmc».

p.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat is actuallv Aw.

r

1

2

3

4

5

SnUKIICN

H. Vli^ a nirae is cufaidered far poraonDticri, haar
ability to hbKb decdsicns and plan cnnp
HCTi pat.iait DGGds and scdfintific principles
is vxai^ied sttuigly.

12. A nirse manager believes that professicnal
nirses can assist patieits to reccjver nore
qiidkly by heOping to alleviate the fears
tzoibling them. Therefore, nurses eire rewarded
for ^aiding time taUdng with patients about
their cmaems.
A.

This is what diculd be dene.

a.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is what is actuallv dene.

R.

1

2

3

4

5

13. A professicnal rurse should eilways asoertedn
the patient's understanding of the reason far
hospital izaticn before plaming rursing care.
A.

This is vhat mrses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is viat nurses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

1

2

3

4

5

14. A professicnal nurse should stand ip far
hiiij/herself and defend nursing actiens with
sound reasening and principles.
A-

Thic; is vhat nirses should do.

R.

This is

vhat nirses actually do.

Disagree

^Strongly
Disagree
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A.

This is vhat nurses slxjuld dD.

a.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

Ihis is vhat nirses actinny dn.

r

1

2

3

4

5

'S

O'

•H

Agree

>1
r-1

6 %
b

SnUKTICN

ji

<

1

3

1

15. SIdob it is a hospital rul@, the pmfpwgi mni
mrse crrpletes a patient classificaticn ^rr>1
ai every patient ^ cares for regardless of
hew busy she is.

16. A pirofessicnal mrse substitutes cne itultivitamin pun^aratim fear another vien tenpararily out of stock.
A.

Ihis is vhat nurses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat mrses actmllv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

17. A pirofessicral nurse adninisters a narootic to
a patiait vho is in pEiin even thou^ the
autoonatic 72 hour limit cn the narcotic has
expired.
A-

This is vhat mrses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

n.

This is vhat mrses actually do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

IS. A professicnal mrse begins passive exercises
to tte extremities of a patient vho has had a
streke, vdthout a physician's order.
A

This is vhat mrses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

Thi« i« vhat mrses actually do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5
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1

2

5
3

2
S
H
c0
4
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5

5

19. The professicncLL ixirae delays treatnaits
order^ fy fii^sicdaris far patients to
facilitate patient eciraticn cctivity.
A.

This is vAiat nirses ^ruld cfc.

a

1

2

3

4

B.

This is vtet nirses actiBllv fto.

r

1

2

3

4

20. At Hospital X, the hospital policy dictates
that the admissicn data base be rmpigrt-cyi
a professicnal nose. A professioial nirse,
because ^le is busy, cQIoms a practical mrse
to ocnplete the data base for ter and thai
signs it.
A.

UiLs is vhat nirses should do.

a.

1

2

3

^1

5

B.

This is vtet nirses actually do.

B.

1

2

3

i1

5

21. Professicnal nirses decide vhetter cr not a
patioTt can diaitpoo his/her hair without a
physician's order.
A.

Ihis is vhat nirses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat nirses actiirillY do.

R.

1

2

3

4

5

22. Hospital X is being sued. A professkral
mrse has been asiced to voluntarily offer
testimcny. She refuses to testify against the
hospital because it is her place of anpLoynent.
A-

This is vhat nirses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B,

This is vhat nirses actually do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

3

Q
4

^Strongly
Disagree

SnUKTECN

'S
.'S

Agree

Strongly
Agree
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23. Professicnal Nurse A cQmei^ instnrts tte
patiait regarding the side effects of
inBdicaticns.
A.

This is viiat nirses should

a

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat nurses actuallv

r

1

2

3

4

5

24. A professicnal nurse sees otter perscnrel
steel ing linen and other suplies. Sie
this to her su^^erviscr.
A.

This is vteit nirses should do.

a.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat nirses actuallv do.

r.

1

2

3

4

5

25. A professicnal nurse brings a list of ter
strengths and learning needs to the evaluatim
ocnferenoe with her nurse manager.
A.

This is vhat nurses shxild do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat nurses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

26. The {i^^ician orders a vital sign check every
four hours. This patient has been afdurile
for 48 hours. The nurse arrives to tahe his
0200 taoperature. The patient is asleep. The
nurse darndpR to let the patient sleep.
A-

This is vhat nirses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

R.

This is vhat nirses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

‘S
1
3

A.

This is vhat nurses should rVi.

p,

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat nurses actuallv cV^.

n

1

2

3

4

5

SHUKTICN

Agree

Agree

TJ

^ Disagree

Disagree

'{li

Strongly

^ Strongly
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policy, jBdicaticTB are
^
^00, and
1700. A pHtufiTt reqiieste Prafessioial Nu^
to give him his itedicaticns vdth
vhkh
are served at 0800, 1200, and IBOO. Tte
professicnal rurse does not deviate fran
hospital policy.

28. Hc^ital policy states that diet orders must be
voritten ty a physician. The physician has rot
vndtten an order and is unavailable in tie
cperating roan. The professicral rurse dees
not deviate fran hospital policy.
A.

This is vhat rurses sJxuld cfa.

a.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat nurses actuallv do.

R.

1

2

3

4

5

29. Althea^ (s)iKS belisMss UN's and nurse
©ctenders can do more, the professicral nurse
limits the assigned duties of tiese a^pert
persanel to tlose tasks viiich are dparribed
in their respective jcb descripticiis.
A.

This is vhat nurses druid do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat rurses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

30. The professicnal rurse at Ifc^ital A
establishes gnnls for nursing care vdth irput
fran physicians and families.
A.

This is vhat rurses druid do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

R-

This is vhat rurses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
disagree

(U

'8
TJ
•H
0

■**t>isagree

Strongly
'^Agree
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A.

This is vhat nirses slxuld cto.

a.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat rurses actuallv

r.

1

2

3

4

5

1
SnUKTECN

31. A pr^essicnal rurae includes faanily notbers
in discharge plaming onferErjoe.

32. Ihe professicnal nurse reoognizes that ^ is
respcnsible fco: acraiunicating with peers vi»i
they do not follow thrai^ cn the plan
initiated.
A.

Uiis is vhat njrses ^nuld do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat rurses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

33. Vhen prwiding infomaticn to patients about
nritmgrTrLal prochxts, a professicnal rurse
descadbes a variety of similar procirts so
that a peitient can make hi^/her own decisicn.
A-

This is vhat rurses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

R-

This is vhat rurses actually do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

34. Ifcepitals in this state are iirplenenting
THiitipls cost redxtim strategies including
giving absolutely no st^plies to patients
leavii^ the hoepital. Although the profes¬
sicnal rurse knows tlat Mrs. B. has no
iiBurarue, sheyla decides to achere to the
rules.
A

This is vhat rurses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

R.

This i« '*hat rurses actually do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5
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AEKNEGK B
OCWER lErUR 10 QUESIlCIflAIFE
March 23, 1990

DBar Staff Nurset

+.K^ ^
^
student at IMC (xrdjctiiTg a study ocnoemiiig tte role of
the rurse in tte ho^ital setting. Ycu may be aware of the fcct that there are
rumen^ definiticris of bedside nirsing. The purpose of ny particular study is
to gayi an understanding of the actual role vs. the idmi role in nirsira
pirac^oe as perceived by staff and nurse adndnistratcjrs. The infarnaticn I
ctotain voll facilitate the develcpnent of nirsing not cnly at IMC, but aion at
the state and naticnal level.
^ part of this stuc^, I am addng you to oorplete the attached
qiesticnnaire. It is ntportant for yxi to understand that you are being ac3<:pd
to evaluate eacii cjiestim from tvo per^iGctives: vbat should occur in t±e
pQ:sctiae of nursing, and vhat actually does ocxur in the practice of nursing.
Try not to let your anaier to <xe statanent influGSToe your answer to the other
stateonent.
Ihis is not a test. There are no ri^it or wrong answers. Please answer
the qjesticns the way you really think, llere is no plane for your rane.
Please cio not sign the questicmaire. Ycxir arewers are to be armyitous. No
benefit, risk, or change in status is asscxdated with your filling cut this
cpesticmaire. Your respcnses will be reviewed by the investigator and will be
analyzed along with those of the other re^xrdents from other units. Any
reports from the cjaibined cjjesticnraires will include summaries of the data and
in no way will identify individjal re^xnses.
Please place your cxnpleted questionnaire in the letter-sized envelope
provided for your use and seal it. This oivelope diculd then be placed in the
attached interofficce envelope addressed to me and placed in the nurse mana^r's
mail bcK. Please do this by Friday, April 6, 1590.
Needless to say, your cxcperaticn is essential if the stuc^ is to be
successful. Ycur willingress to take valuable time for this research is
certainly appreciated. I plan to diare tte information gathered from this
gtriiy with tte nursing staff. I hope
will find this an interesting
experieroe. Your ocnpleting the questicmaire will serve as consent to
participate in the stu:^.
Thank ycu very mrh for your oocperaticn and participation.
Sincerely,

Anne Bourgeois, FN, M.Bd.,
Executive Dirertor of Mursing
(508) 856-4937
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AETENDEX C

RDLE CEtl3PrrCN INVENIO^Y
The statenents viikh foUow are beii^ ocreidered fear

^

Sf

PleeS^sist us in reviewiig
^pxviding twD ratii^ far each sta^St.
The ocrc^tual definiticrs of the categones vAiich tte statarents are
ajpposed to reflect: as veil as the rating instcirticrB are listed below.
C&tecpries and Definitirr«
Haaaducaatloc Railfi QnoEftdcn - itanns vhich measure such
charactenstiGs as adherence to fixed rules, punctuality, tte
mpcttlance of tenure, the Icyalty to hierarctiy of authority in the
hospital.
Rjc^e^icual Rale QxioEptdai - itans vhich measure ocrnnituTEait to
tadmical, ethical, and edjcaticnal standards of a professicn,
items meaairing a ocranitment to knowledge as the inagis of a
professicn, and items vhich measure the ability to use julgment
and pevar in making decisiens regarding nirsing care.

m.

Seaevioe RiLe OaiOEptim - items vhich measure loyalty to tte
patient as a unique human being. Service items stress sixh ida^ici
as service to humanity, a vdllingness to teach patients about
their oenditiens, and a desire to do "bedsicte" rursing.

I^tincf Tasks
A.

Please indicate the category that each statemait best fits
by circling the apprepriate rumeral.
(Statements not
fitting any category dnuld be placed in Categcay IV).

B.

Please indicate how strcngly you feel about ycur placement
of the statement into the category by circling the
appropriate rumber as follows:
1

no qjesticn about it

2

stron^y

3

not very sure
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Stcttanents

categories

Rating

1.

A professicnal njiise vho is frequEntly
late far vciric is net being acnsictered fiar
prancticn even though she neets positicn
®?3ectatjjcnB m ^/ecy other lespect.

I

n

m

IV

12

3

2m

A professicnal nurse tries to incooiporate
her professicnal idecils arri staixferds
into her poactioe evai tlxiu^ they
sanetimes acnflict with toepital
rogulaticns.

I

n

m

IV

12

3

3.

The rurse manager insists that tte niles
be foUoAed ett ciU times ev«a if sene of
than do not sean poractical.

I

n

m

IV

12

3

4.

Professicnal nurses at Hospital A spaxi
the majority of their work time
peeviding direct patient care.

I

n

m

IV

12

3

5.

A professicral nurse refuses to carry
out ary task or procedure that she
believes is not in the best interest of
her patient.

I

n

m

IV

12

3

6.

Professicnal nurses are expected and
encouraged, based ipcn their uniqje
relaticndiip with the patient, to diare
as much infoomnEtticn about their oenditien
Es they believe best for the patient.

I

n

HI

IV

12

3

7.

Nurse managers, vhen evaluating
professicnal nurses for poxinoticn,
oensidBr length of es^Derience cn the jcb
to be the most inportant factor.

I

n

IH

IV

12

3

8.

A professicnal nurse ebserves that
arrjthsr nirse has r^eatedly ignored an
inportant ho^ital rule and reports the
finiii^ to the nurse manager.

I

n

HI

IV

12

3
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9. Rxjfessicnal nurses subscribe to ard
read professicral jourrals ard
pihlicatiaTs in order to ijpiabe ttieir
skills ard knowlec^.

categories

Rating

I

H

HE

IV

12

3

10.

A professicnal rurse tries to ootply
vdtli professicral standards evei thxqh
art: times her actions are resaited by
her peers,

I

H

HE

IV

12

3

11.

A professicral ixrrse relies cn the
cpirdm of pbysicdans and hcepital
administrators to determine vhat
good nursing practioe is.

I

H

HE

IV

12

3

12.

Professicnal iiirses at Hospital C are
stccngly encxuraged to seek baooalaureate
and masters degrees ard are given
preferential cxnsideraticn vhai reqiiestirg
time off for school.

I

H

HE

IV

12

3

13.

In Ho^ital C a physician ordered a
patiait to be ip in a chair three tines
a day. The professicnal nurse caring
for the patient believes that tte
patient is reac^ to advance to
anixilating. Ihe nurse disarses her
cpinicn with the physician.

I

H

HI

iv

12

3

14.

Vlien a nurse is ccnsidered for pranoticn,
her ability to make decdsicns ard plan
care based ipcn patient needs and
scientific principles is vei^ied strmgly.

I

n

HI

IV

12

3

15.

A nurse nanager believes that
pirofessicnal nurses can assist patiaits
to reerver more quickly by helping
to cilleviate the fears troLtoling them.
Iharefcce, nurses are re&jarded for
spending time talking with patients about

I

H

HE

IV

12

3

their cmcems.
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Cateacries

Rating

16.

A prafessicnal nirse sixuld alvays
asaertam the patient's understanding
of the reascn for hoepitalizctticn before
planning nursing care.

I n m IV

12

3

17.

A professicnal nurse shxQd stard
for hiitj/herself and defend ccticre with
sound reascning and prircipies.

I

n

m

IV

12

3

18.

The professional nurse ootpletes a
patient dassif icaticn tool cn every
patient die cares for regardless of how
busy she is.

I

n

m

IV

12

3

19.

A professional nurse SLtetitubes
one irultivitamin preparation for anotl:^
vtien tatporarily out of stock.

I

n

m

IV

12

3

20.

A professicnal nurse adninisters a
naroctic to a patient vho is in peiin
®AEn thou^ the autciiatic 72 hour limit on
the narcotic has expired.

in

in

IV

12

3

21.

A professional nurse begins passive

I

n

m

IV

12

3

exercises to the extremities of a patient
vto has ted a strcke, without a
pl:iysician's order.

22.

The professicnal nurse ctelays treatments
ordered by pliysicians for patients to
facilitate patient education activity.

I

n m

IV

12

3

23.

At Hospital X, the adnissicn data base
is cxupleted by a professicnal nurse.
A professicnal nurse, because die is
bL^, allows a practical nurse to octiplete
the data base for her and then oo-signs

I

n

m

IV

12

3

I

n

m

IV

it.
24. Professional nurses decide whether or
not a patient can a diairpoo their
hair without a pi-ysician's order.

12

3
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25,

Vlien interviewirig far a new jcb, the
professicn^ nurse sixiuld give nare
cxnsideratkn to salary than to the itEthad
used far nursing care (telivery.

26.

ftofessicnal Nurse A is asked to perftarm
a treatment that is used infrequaitly cn
her patient care unit, she arrarges to
hswe another nurse, experieroed in this
area, aocmpary her viiile dtie performs
the procedure.

Catecpries

Rttina

I n m IV

12

3

12

3

27. Hnepital X is being aied. A professicnal
nurse has been asked to voluntarily offer
testimaiy. aie refused to testify agaii^
the ho^ital because it is her piaro of
aiplcyment.

l

n

ttt

iv

12

3

28. I^iofessicnal Nurse A always instnrts
the patient regarding the sicte effects
of medicaticn.

l

n

ttt

iv

12

3

29.

I

n

m

iv

12

3

30. A

professicnal nurse brings a list of ter
strengths and learning needs to tte evaliraticn ocnferenoe with her nurse marager.

I

n

IH

IV

12

3

31.

The professicnal nurse is scheduled for
lunch crt: 1200. She finds that her
patient is scheduled to return from the
cperating roan at 1200. She decides to
postpone her lunch and wait for her
patient to return.

I

H

in

IV

12

3

A professicnal nurse sees otter perscnrel
stealing linen and other stpplies. 9^
reports this to her sLipervisar.

32. The piiysician orders vital sign check
every four teurs. This patient has been
afdurile for 48 hours. The nurse arrives
to take his 0200 taiperature. Ihe patient
is asleep. The nurse decides to let tte
patient sleep.

I

H

HI

IV
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Catecories

fetim

33. Acxxardiiig to ho^jit^ palicy, iredicaticris
are cordered three tiites a day: 0900, 1300,
esnd 1700. A patient reqLEsts ITofessicnal'
l^irse X to give him his medicaticns with
meals vhich are served at 0600, 1200, ard
1800. The professicnal rurse ctes rot
deviate fron hospital policy.

l

n

m

iv

12

3

34. HD^ital pdacy states that diet orders
irust be written by a physician. Tte
physician has not written an orcfer ard is
unavailable in the operating roan. The
professicnal nurse does rot cfeviate fron
ho^ital policy.

l

u

ttt

iv

12

3

35.

Rrofessicnal nurses cn Uhit X subscribe
to the Journal of Ndrsim Resaarrh.

I

H

HE

IV

1

2

3

36.

The professicnal nurse cn Unit A alweys
follows the guidelines prescribed by
die ANA code of Ethics for nurses vhsn
ocnfrcnted with ethical problems in their
practice.

I

H

HE

IV

1

2

3

37.

A professicnal nurse discovers a
medicaticn error made by another nurse.
She reports this to the rurse involved.

I

H

HI

IV

12

3

38.

Tie professicnal nurse limits assigned
ciities of practical nurses, nurse
exten^rs, and nursing assistants to
those taste vhich are described in
their respective jcb descripticns.

I

H

IH

IV

12

3

39.

The professicnal nurse has finlfhed her
?¥=y:itjinTpaTt and is relieved by another
professicnal nurse. There is cne-half
hour left bo tte shift. This professicnal

I

H

HI

12

3

I

H

HE

12

3

IV

nurse leaves.
40. Professicnal nurses cn Unit X, as a
<jrmp, determine lunch and ooffee
assigments.

IV
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Kttina
41.

A prof^cn^ ixirae natioes

I

H

m

IV

I

n

m

I

n

12

3

IV

12

3

HI

IV

12

3

rurae^^ awDidirig assigntents to ein ALES
patient. She addresses this iggy* vdth
her nirse irarager.
42.

Hnofessieral nurses at Ho^tal X are
involved in determining the p-tiinjos and
standards for nursing care.

43.

Professicnal Nurse A refuses to amcYt a
tenporary reassignment to a special unit
to vhich she has not been oriented.

44.

A p^essicnal rurse (tecifVs vten a
patient needs scmecne to help bathe him.

i

tt

ttt

tv

12

3

45.

Ihe professicnal nirse at Hospital A
estahl ifhps goals for nursing care with
input frcm {iiysicians and families.

T

tt

ttt

tv

12

3

46.

A professicnal nurse includes family

i

n

IH

IV

12

3

norbers in discharge planning ocnfererce.
47.

A professicnal nurse recognizes that
is re^xnsible for cxuomunicating with
peers vhen they do not follaw through cn
the plan initiated.

l

n

m

iv

12

3

48.

Ihe hospital sipports nurses vho present
papers cn research at acnferenaes ty
prcviding financial support for travel.

I

H

HI

IV

12

3

49.

Vhen presiding informaticn to patients
about ocmrercial products, a professicnal
nurse describes a variety of similar
products so that the patient can make
hi^/her own decisicn.

I

H

HI

IV

12

3
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50.

HD^xtals in this state are not

Cateccries
I

n

HI

Kiting
IV

12

3

far pettient care unless tte
patient is discharged vdthin tte
appropriate runber of days. After
visitirg with the patient, tte pt^cian
has written a discterge order and has
authorized that patient wait for har
family in the discharge lounge. He
professicnal nurse disagrees with the
ocnoept of the discharge lounge.
Therefore, she allows the patient to
wait in her roan until tie family
arrives.
51.

Hs^itals in this state are iitplGo^nting
lailtiple cost reductlcn strategies
including giving absolutely no supplies
to patients leaving the ho^ital,
Althcu^ the professicral nurse knows
that Mrs. B has no insuranoe, dK^/he
decides to ai±ere to the niles.

I

n

HI

IV

12

3

52.

Kofessicnal Nurse X always knocks before
entering a roan.

I

H

HI

IV

12

3

53.

Professicnal Nurse A always delegates the
writing of care plans to practical nurses
althcu^ hospital policy states that cnly
registered nurses write care plans.

I

H

HI

IV

12

3

54.

professicnal nurses in this ho^ital have
the final re^xnsibility of reviewing
patient materials cn their unit to assure
that tte inforrnaticn is correct and used

I

H

HI

IV

12

3

I

H

HI

IV

12

3

prcperly.
55.

A professicnal nurse has cximunicated
patient care prchlems for stuc^ ty
nurses to the research oarmittee.
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Catecpries
56. A professicnal nurse nctioes arotlier
nir» in violaticn of the ANA ocxte of
Ethics. ^ 3ie K^xorts that nurse to an
afprcpriate structure within tte
State Associaticn.

I

n

ttt

57.

In Ho^ital X professioial nurses supart
reiiAursannent by third party payers for
nursing services net arderad by fbysiciars.

I

n

m

IV

58.

In I^it^ A the poUcy is that the
patient yailL be discharged by 1000. lie
patient is reaefy for discharge except that
a Discharge Order has not been written.
The profe^icnal nurse calig the physician
fear the discharge order.

I

n

Hi

IV

59.

A professicnal nurse cxitpares her
patient's re^xnse to criteria selected
fron an estahLidied prctocDol.

i

n

m

60.

Professicnal nurses at Hospital A are
respcnsihle for oatpleting their own
time schedule.

i

it

61.

A professicnal nurse notices that otter
professicnal nurses are avoiding
assignnents to a specific patient. Since
it is a prcblesn patient, it is decided to
draw straws to resolve the issue.

I

62.

A professicnal nurse discovers a
medicaticn error made by another nurse.
9ie repurts this to the nurse manager.

I

12

3

12

3

12

3

iv

12

3

ttt

w

12

3

n

HI

IV

12

3

H

m

IV

12

3

AFraidlX D
HXE CEtiiFiiCN INVENICSY

statarerits

foncM

Ple^r2sist us in rwiewir^
^ Stataonents ty providing t^jo ratirm for eech staterent
TteOTO^tual d^ticns of the catojcri^ vwSte statarai^ST^'
sufpoeed to refleot as «eU as the ratiiq iistacticre are listed Sow.

C&tecpries and Definitinrr:^
I*

H*

HiiBBucxatuc Bole Qaia^ticn - itans viiicii ireasure such
as adierenoe to fixed rules, punctucility, the
inportance of taure, the loyalty to hierarchy of authority in tto
ho^ital.
Itafeasicral Bole Qno^Adcn - itais vhich measure ocnroitoaTt to
technical, ethic^, and educaticral standards of a professicn, items
measuring a caii\d.t2toTt to kncwledge as the haRip; of a professicn,
items vhich measure the ability to use judgment and power in making
decisicns re^rding rursmg care, and itaoK vhich measure a
willingness to teach patients about toeir ccrditicrB.

Ffatincf Tasks

A.

Please indicate the category that each statement best fits by circling
the apprcpriate rumeral. (Statements not fitting any category should
be placed in category m).

B.

Please indicate how strcngly you feel about your placemmt of the
statao«Tt into the category by circling the appropriate rurrber as
follows:
1 no qiesticn about it
2 strongly
3 not very sure
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cateepries

Bating

I

n

m

12

3

1.

A professicnal nurae vto is frequently
late far vrark is net being aensidered ftar
Prancticn ev<ai though ^ neets positioi
expectatkrs in every other respect.

2.

A professicnal nirae tries to iroorparate
her professicnal icSeals arti starrSante
into
practioe even tttxx^ they
senetimes ocnflict vdth tospital
regulaticns.

I

n

in

12

3

3.

The nurse itanager insists that tte rules
be follcved ett all times even if sate of
than do not seam prckctical.

I

n

HI

12

3

4.

Professicnal nurses at ffaspital A sper^
the majority of tteir vork tine
previding direct patient care.

I

H

m

12

3

5.

A professicnal nurse refuses to carry
out any task or procedure that ste
believes is not in the best interest of
her patient.

I

n

m

12

3

6.

Kofessicnal nurses are e>^ected and
encouraged, based xjpcxi their unique
relaticndiip with the patient, to diare
as much informaticn about ti^dr oenditien
as they believe best for the patient.

i

H

ttt

12

3

7.

Nurse managers, vhen evaluating
professicnal nurses for pronoticn,
oensider length of es^erienoe cn the jcb
to be the most inportant factor.

I

H

ttt

12

3

A professicnal nurse ebserves that
another nurse has repeatedly ignored an
inportant hospital rule and reports the
finding to the nurse manager.

I

H

HI

12

3

.

8
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9. PcDfessicnal nirses subscribe to and
read professicnal jaumeLls ard
pihl icaticns in order to lipiate their
skills and knowledge.

atecpFies
i

u

ttt

Kttirrt
12

3

10.

A professicnal nurse tries to ocnply
vdth professicnal standards even thx^
at times her acticns are resented by
her peers.

i

n

ttt

12

3

11.

A professicnal nurse relies cn tte
cpinicn of jJnysicians and hcepital
adndrdstrators to determire vhat
good nursing practioe is.

t

tt

ttt

12

3

12.

Hiofessicnal nurses at Hospital C are
strongly eroouraged to sedc baccalaureate
and masters degrees and are given
preferential cxxisideraticn viien requesting
time off for school.

I

n

ttt

12

3

13.

In Hocyital C a physician ordered a
patient to be ip in a chair three times
a day. The professicral nurse caring
for the patient believes that the
patient is reac^ to advance to
artulating. Ihe nurse discusses her
cpinicn with the physician.

I

H

HI

12

3

14.

Vtei a nurse is ocnsidered for pronoticn,
ability to make decisicns and plan
care based upcn patient needs and
scientific pndnciples is wei^ied strcngly.

I

H

ni

12

3

15.

A nurse manager believes that
pcofessicnal nurses can assist patients
to reoover more qjidkly by helping
to alleviate the fears trctbling them.
Therefore, nurses are rewarded for
spending time talking with patients abcut

I

H

m

12

3

thair ccncems.
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16.

Ohe pcDfessicnal nurses at ffc^tal A
are active maibers of their professicxial
^nizaticns and frequently reqiest tine
off to attoTd meetings, even thx^ this
may present scheduling prcblote far the
nurse manageis.

17.

Qttecraries

I

Rating

n

m

12

3

A F^ofe^cnal nurse shuuld alvays
ascertain the patient’s understanding
of the reascn for hoepitalizaticn before
planning nursing care.

I n

m

12

3

18.

A professicnal nurse ^ruld stani ip
for hiity^hersrif and ^erd acticre with
scund reascning and prinoiples.

I

n

m

12

3

19.

The professicnal nurse ooipletes a
patient dassificaticn tool cn every
patient die cares for regardless of how
busy she is.

I

n

m

12

3

20.

A professicnal nurse sitstitutes
ere nultivitamin preparaticn for another
when taoporarily out of stodk.

I

H

HI

12

3

21.

A professicnal nurse adninisters a
narootic to a patient vho is in peon
even theu^ the autanatic 72 hour limit cn
the naroctic has eapired.

in

ttt

12

3

22.

A

professicnal nurse begins passive
eKETcises to the extremities of a patient

I

n

m

12

3

I

n

m

12

3

vho iias 1:^ a stroke, wnthout a
physician's order.
23.

The professicral nurse delays treatments
ordered by physicians for patients to
facilitate patient educaticn activity.
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Cateoarifis

24. 1± Hospital X, the ainissicn data base
is cxxipleted by a professicnal narse.
A professicnal rurse, because she is
allcvB a practical nirse to cmplete
the data base for her and thsn co-sigrB
it.

12

3

25.

Profession rurses decicte vtetter cjr
not a patient can a ^lanpoo their
hair without a physician's order.

t

tt

ttt

12

3

26.

Vhen interviewing for a new jcb, tte
professicnal mrae should give mere
oensideratien to salary than to the itethod
used for mrsing care delivery.

t

tt

ttt

12

3

27.

Professicnal Nurse A is asked to perform
a treatment that is used infrequEntly cn
her patient care unit. She arranges to
hatve another nirse, es^jerienced in this
area, acocnpariy her vhile ^ performs
the procedure.

I

H

HI

12

3

28.

Ho^ital X is being sued. A professknal
rurse has been adeed to voluntarily offer
bestimery. She refused to testify against
the ho^ital because it is her place of
eotpLcynent.

I

H

HI

12

3

29.

Professicnal Nurse A always instructs
the patient regarding the side effects
C3f medication.

I

H

HI

12

3

30.

A professicnal nurse sees other perscmel
stealing linan and other si^plies. She
reparts this to her si:¥3ervisar.

I

H

m

12

3

31.

A professicnal rurse brings a list of her
strerqths and learning needs to the
evaluaticn cenferenoe with her rurse

I

H

HE

12

3

manager.
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32.

The professicnal rurse is
fcr
lun^ at 1200. She finis that her
patiait is scheduled to return fron the
cperating roan at 1200. She decides to
postpcne her lunch and wait for her
patient to return.

33.

The fh^ician carders vital sign check
every four hcurs. This patient has beai
afdarile fcr 48 hours. The rurse arrives
to take his 0200 tarperature. Tte patient
is asleep. The rurse decicfes to let tte
patient sleep.

34.

g^ttecodes
I

n

m

12

3

I

n

m

12

3

J^ocnrding to ho^ital policy, inedicaticns
are ordered three times a day: 0900, 1300,
and 1700. A patient requests Professicnal
I'tirse X to give him his medicaticTB with
meals which are served at 0800, 1200, ard
1800. The professicnal rurse cioes not
deviate fron huepital policy.

i

n

ttt

12

3

35.

Huepital policy states that diet crcters
must be written by a physician, ihe
physician has not written an order and is
unavailable in the cperating roan. The
professicnal nurse does not deviate fron
ho^ital pdicy.

I

n

m

12

3

36.

Ftofessicnal rurses cn Uhit X subscribe
to the Jcumal of Nursing Research.

I

U

in

12

3

37.

The professicnal nurse cn Uhit A alweys
follows the guidelines prescribed by
the
GDde of Ethics fcr nurses vhen
cmfrcnbed with ethical prcblems in their
practioe.

I

n

HI

12

3

38.

A professicnal nurse discovers a
medicaticn error macie by another nurse.
She reports this to the nurse involved.

I

H

HI

12

3
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39.

The ptx>fessicnctl nurse limits
c\it.ies of practical nurses, nurse
extaiders, and nursing assistants to
those taste vhich are (fescrihed in
their respective jcb descripticTB.

I

n

m

12

3

40.

The professicnal nurse has fini^ied her
assigratent and is relieved by anutter
Fttxsfessicnal nurse. There is cre-telf
hour left to the shift. This professicnal
nurse leaves.

I

u

ttt

12

3

41.

Professicral nurses cn Ifiiit X, as a
grtxp, determine lunch and coffee
assigmnesits.

t

tt

ttt

12

3

42.

A professicral nurse notiioes that anotl^r
nurse is avoiding assignnents bo an atttr
patiait. She addresses this issue with
her nurse manager.

I

EC

ttt

12

3

43.

ftofessicnal nurses at Ffcrpital X are
involved in determining the policies and
standards for nursing care.

I H

HI

12

3

44. Hrofessicral Nurse A refuses to aooept a
teiporary reassignooent to a ^»cial unit
to vhich she has not beai criented.

I H

HI

12

3

45.

A prafessicnal nurse ciecides vhen a
patient needs sonecne to help bathe him.

I H HE

12

3

46.

The professicnal nurse at Hospital A
establistes goals for nursing care with
input fran physicians and families.

I

H

HE

12

3

47.

A professicral nurse includes femdly
itorbers in discharge plaming ocnference.

I

n m

12

3
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48.

A pcofessicnal nurse raxgnizes tliat
IS re^xTisihle for camunicatirg with
peers vtei they do not foUow throigh cn
the plan initiated.

49.

50.

Catecraries

I

n

m

12

3

The ho^ital siiports mrses vto present
papers cn research at cmfererces by
prcviding financial suppcQ± for travel.

I

n

m

12

3

Wien presiding infomaticn to patients
abcut crmercial proiats, a professicnal
nurse describes a variety of similar
products so that the patient can make
hi^/her own decisicn.

I

n

m

12

3

AFraNmx E

NURSING RDIE OCNCEPnCie

rurse might find hearself.

acnsists of a list of 38 sitmticre in viiich a
Ycu are asked to indicate both;

(A)

’Die ejctait to vhixdi ycu think the situaticn di3uld be tie
ideal for nirsing.

(B)

The extait to vhixdi yai think the situaticn actuBllv exists
in the hoepital.

Notice that tjo statatoits reqiire ans;«\€a:B for each situaticn.
Qnsider the stataiet its of vhat diculd be the cn-*qp and of vhat i s
ly
the case scyatately; try not to let ycur answer to cne statannaTt influence
ycur ansiAer to the other stataient. Give yjur cpinicns; there are no
"wrmg" answers.
Indicate the degree to vhich you agree or disagree with the statanent
by circling cne of the alternative answers ranging fron snadY
AIREE - #1, ASFEE - #2, IMECIEED - #3, nESA3?EE - #4, ard SIRCNGLY
niSfta5!EE - #5.
SflKHGLY AIREE

Indicates that you agree with the statanent with
almost no exaeoticns.

A35EE

Indicates that you agree with the statement with
sane eMoeoticns.

UNCEOEED

Indicates that you could either "agree" or "disagree'
with the statement with about an eqjal rtriber of
excepticns in either case.

DISAGREE

Indicates that you disagree with the statement with
seme exceotiens.

SnCNGLY
DISA35EE

IhiLcates that you disagree with the statanent with
almost no exc^::^cns.
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2

3

4

1

0

3

4

mStrongly
Disagree,

Disagree

here is m exmiple

Agree

1

^Strongly
Agree

^Undecided
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Professiaial norses in IfcGpital Z ocreider tte
patiflTt's ph^ical, social, and psyctoinjir^i
needs vren developing a plan of care.
A.

This is viiat rurse

fV>.

B.

This is vtiat rurses acbjally fV>.

a
n

5

2'

A.

This is viat nurses druid do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is Vint nurses actmllv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

SnUKEICN

1.

2.

f

•^Disagree

^Strongly
Agree

a]FE ID PLACE A CHEICK MARK AFIHR BJIH SIMEMENTS A W® B
ACXIKnNS TD YOUR r.Ra<i±; OF AfSEEMENT WTIH IT.

rJ

■H
O
&

>1 QJ

iH 0
C Di
0 (C

w c

5

A pgpfessicnal nurse vto is freqLEntly late
for vodc is not being ccrsidsred for proipticn
evai tlru^ die neets position ea^ectaticns
in every other respect.

A professicnal mrse tries to moarparate her
professicral idmla and standards into her
prcctioe even thniji they scmetiiiES conflict
vdth hospital regulaticns.

A-

Thi<? is vhat rurses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

R-

This is vhat rurses actually do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

Disagree

SnUKIICN

•H

Agree

Strongly
Agree
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1

P ”
H "
w c
5

3
3.

Hie rurse norager insists that tte rules be
fcOla^red at all times even if sene do rot
seen practical.
A.

This is vAiat ^raild he dne.

a

B.

Hiis is viiat is actuallv dme.

r

1
^

4.

5.

6.

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

.

Professicnal rurses at Ifcspital A speni tte
majeadty of their verk time providing di-npr^patient care.
A.

This is Viet rurses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

Hiis is Viet rurses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

A professicnal lurse refuses to carry cut ary
task or procedure that she believes is not in
the best interest of her patient.
A.

This is Viet rurses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is viet rurses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

Professicrel rurses are e&^ected and
axDuraged, based cn their uniqje relaticndiip
vdth tte petient, to siere as nuch informaticn
about thair cenditien as they believe best for
the patient.
vhat rurses should do.

A.

TVii.e;

R

This is vhat rurses actuallv do.

is

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
Agree

Agree

^Undecided

Disagree
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A.

This is vhat dxuM bp

^

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat is actually (^rr^

n

1

2

3

4

5

SnUMTCN

7.

8.

9.

>1 qiI
iH
0
w q
5 1

Rirse itanagsrs, vtei evaluatii^ prafessioial
mrses far praoroticxi, ocrBider la-gth of
opriaiae cn the jcto to be the nest inportant
factor.

A professional nurse observes that aretter
nirse has repeatedly ignored an inportant
hospital rule and reports the f irdirg to the
nurse roanager.
A.

This is vi»t mrses should cto.

a.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat nurses actuallv do.

r.

1

2

3

4

5

Professional nurses subscribe to and read
professional joimals and pubLicatiens in ortter
to ipdate their dolls and knowledge.
A.

This is vhat nurses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat nurses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

10. A professional nurse tries to ocnply with
professional standards even thou^ at times her
actions are resented by her peers.
A.

This is vhat mrses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

R.

This is vhat mrses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5
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Disagree

ui Strongly
Disagree

>1

A.

This is vhat rurses shmiH fV>

a.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vAiat mrses actaHlIy

B.

1

2

3

4

5

na

Si

SnUKTICN

•H

1

cn <
1

2

3

H. In Ho^atal C a fii^^ician cgdRrai a pertiient to
be Lp in a ctmr three times a day. ite
professional nirse caring for tte patient
believes ttet the patient is ree^^ to advarce
to antulating. The mrse diflra«gpg
cpinicn with the pliysician.

12. Wien a rurae is ccnsidered for pranoticn, ter
ability to make decdsicns and plan care
ipcn patient needs and scientific principles
is weii^ied strongly.
A.

This is vtet dnild be dene.

A.

B.

This is vhat is actually dene.

B

13. A mrse manager believes ttet professicnal
mrses can assist patients to recover more
qLiicJdy by helping to alleviate the fears
troubling than. Therefore, mrses are rewarded
for spending time talking with patients about
their ernoerns.
A.

This is vtat dTould be dene.

A

B.

This is vhat is actually dene.

B

14. A professicnal mrse should always ascertain
ths patient's understanding of the reason for
hfngpital 1 zaticn before planning nirsing care.
A.

This is wteit mrses should do.

A.

B.

This is vhat mrses actually do.

B.

Agree

A.

Hiis is viiat nurses diciiiLd (Vj.

a

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is viiat nurses actmllv rV^.

n

1

2

3

4

5

SnUMTCN

Disagree
y, Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

^ Undecided!
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15. A prafesskral nurse dxuLd starxi ip for
hiB)/heirself and defend nursing ccticrs vdth
acund reascning and principles.

16. Sinoe it is a hoepital rule, the professicrcil
rurse coipletes a patient cOassificaticn tool
cn esvery patient she cares for regardless of
hew busy
is.
A.

This is vhat nurses ^ruld cto.

a

1

2

3

4

5

B.

Hiis is vhat nurses actuallv do.

r

1

2

3

4

5

17. A prafessicnal nurse substitutes one nultivitamin pr^gjaraticn for another vhen tatperarily out of stock.
A.

This is vhat nurses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is viiat nurses actually do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

IB. A prcfessicral nurse adninisters a rorcotic to
a patient vho is in pain even theu^ the
autaooatic 72 hour limit cn the narcotic has
espired.
A.

This is vhat nurses ^Tould do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B-

This is vhat nurses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

wUndecided

Y[r

btrengiy
Disagree

SnUKTICN

Agree

^Strongly
Agree
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a

4

19. A pcofessiaial nirse begins passive exercises
to the extzenitifis of a patient vto has had a
stroke, without a ph^ician's ccder.
A.

This is vhat nirses should cfa.

a

1

2

3

4

5

B.

Hiis is vhat rurses actuallv cto.

r.

1

2

3

4

5

20. dhe pirofessicnal nurse delays treabtents
cnrdered by pi::ysicians fcr patients to
facilitate patient educatioi activity.
A.

This is viBt nirses should <iD.

a.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

Ihis is Viet nirses actuallv do.

r.

1

2

3

4

5

21. At Hospital X, the ho^tal policy dictates
that the aidnissicn data base be ocnpleted by
a professicnal nirse. A professkral nirse,
becacuse ^le is busy, alloMs a practical nirse
bo ooiplete the data base fco: her and then
signs it.
A.

This is vhat nirses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

R-

This is vhat nirses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

22. Ftofessicnal nirses (tecided vhether or net a
patimt can shampoo their hair with a
physician's order.
A.

This is vhat nirses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

R.

This is vhat nirses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

I

>1 dQ
•H

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Agree

SnUMlCN

"f[
T>
•H

Disagree

^Strongly
Agree
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1

3

P "

R -f
•P

w c
5

has beai asked to wOimtarUy Stetest^. as reflBss to testif/aSSt th«
ho^ital because it is her place of aiplcyiiB*.
A.
B.

This is viiat nurses ^rulrt rv.
This is viiat nurses actuaiiY

p

24. ftofessicral Nurse A always irstnxis ths
patient re^rding the side effects of
madicaticns.
A.

Ihis is what nurses shculd dn.

&

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is what nurses actuallv

n

1

2

3

4

5

25. A prtofessicnal nurse sees other perscrrel
stealing linen and other siiplies.
reports
this to her si^Dervisar.
A.

This is what nurses should da.

a.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is what nurses actuallv d3.

r.

1

2

3

4

5

26. A professicnal nurse brings a list of ter
strengths and learning needs to the evaluation
ocnference with her nurse nonager.
A.

This is what nurses ^ruld do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is what nurses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

Hiis is viiat mrses should cto.

a

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat mrses actuallv fto.

r.

1

2

3

4

5

U)
Q
4

c;) Strongly
Disagree

A.

snuKncN

Agree

IT
&

Strongly
'"’Agree

^Undecided
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27. The pti^ician aoders vital sign ctecik every
feur hairs. Uiis patient has been afebrile
for 48 hairs. The nirse arrives to tate his
0200 teiperatiire. The patient is asleep. The
nirse decictes to let the patient sleep.‘

28. Axcrding to hc^ital policy, iredicaticrB are
ordered three tiires a day: 0900, 1300, ard
1700. A patient requests Professicnal Nurse X
to give him his medicatioTs with meals vhich
are served at 0800, 1200, and 1800. Tte
professicnal mrse does not deviate fraa
hospital policy.
A.

Ihis is vbat mrses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat mrses actually do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

29. Hospital policy states that diet orders mist be
written by a pi:iysician. The physician has not
written an order and is unavailable in the
cperating roan. Ihe professicnal mrse does
not deviate fron ho^ital policy.
A-

This is vhat mrses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

R-

This is vhat mrses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
Agree

Agree

‘^Undecided

Disagree
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A.

This is what nirses stolid to.

a

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is what nirses actuallv to.

r

1

2

3

4

5

STILKnCN

>1 (li
^ fc
w c
5

30. Althoj^ s(he) believes UN's ard nirse
extenders can do rone, the professicnal nirse
limits the assigned dities of these arart
petboiifcl It) those tasks viiicti are Hpgr»riWar^
in their re^fictive jcb descripticns.

31. Erofessicnal nirses at Ifespital A are involved
in determining the policies and stardarto for
nirsing care.
A.

Ihis is vhat nirses should to.

a.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is what nurses actuallv to.

r.

1

2

3

4

5

32. A professicnal nirse decides vhen a patient
needs sonecne to help bathe him.
A.

Ihis is what nirses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat nirses actually do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

33. The professicnal nirse at Ifespital A
establishes goals for nirsing care with input
fron pi:^rsicians and families.
A.

This is vhat nirses dxiuld do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

R.

This is vhat mrses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

tn Strongly
nisaoree

Disagree

SnUKTICN

Agree

Strongly
Agree
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34. A professicnal nurse includes fctmiiy iteibers
in discharge plaming ocnfererrE.
A.

This is vhat nurses ^nuld do.

a.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat nurses actuallv

r.

1

2

3

4

5

35. The professicnal nurse reoognizes that ste is
re^XTBihle for cxitnunicating vdth peers vien
they do not follow thnou^ cn the plan
initiated.
A.

This is vhat nurses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

B.

This is vhat nurses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

36. Vhen providing informticn to patients about
ocranercial prairts, a professicral nurse
describes a variety of similar prairts so
that a patient can make hi^/her own decisicn.
A.

This is vhat nurses should do.

A.

1

2

3

4

5

R-

This is vhat nurses actuallv do.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

37. Ifc^itals in this stcite are iirplaoKriting
oast rairtim steategifis induding
giving absolutely no supplies to pettients
leavirg the hsEpital. Although the picofesgimal nurse knows that Mrs. B. has no
insuranoe, she/he decides to aiJiere to the
rules.

A.

This is vhat nurses dxuld do.

B.

This is v*at nurses arturinY do.

i

snuKncN

Ho^ital poLi^ states that only registered
mrses ^ volte care plans. Thesrefore,
ftofessioial Rose A alvgays voites care pLars
herself althoj^ other perscmel are
to do this.
A.

Hiis is viat nurses stojld

A.

B.

This is vhat rurses arThwiiy

B.

AEWNDIX F
K3LE CENCEPrrCN INVENICFY

iNgnozncMS:
Hie stateonents vhidi fqLIcw are uicliriad in a RdIg C^criDeptkri Inventory.
Please assist in reviadng the ccntent of the statanait by providing your
choice of category for eadi stabatent.
f^ch statatont is octioenied v/ith the care and welfare of peitients. Ite
decdsicns re^rding the care and velfere of patients cire
cn cne of
the following:
I.

A choice about a patiait's care and welfare vhich would most likely
be preciciTUJiantly based i:^xn the nurse's ethical and morale vai^ipg-

H.

A choice about a patient's care and welfare vhich would most lilcely
be preciondnantlv based i:pTi the rurse's knowledge arri pr^ination.

luting l^sk:
Please indicate the category of vhich each statement falls by circling the
apprcpriate njraeral. Statanent not fitting ary category dxuld be placed
in category m.
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StatannmtB
1.

A profe^cnal rurse tries to ircomarate ter
prafessicnal idscds and standards into her

categories
I

n

m

Pe^ce ^ thcu^ ttey scnetiitEs oriflict
witli ho^ital regulaticns.

2.

Profe^cnal nurses at Haspital A spori the
irajconty of tteir vrsrk tiite prcviding diTTyr^:
patioTt care.

I

n

m

3.

A professicnal nurses refuses to carry out ary
ta^ cq: procedure that ste believes is not in
the best interest of ter patient.

I

n

in

4.

PcDfessicral nurses are expected ard enoour^ed,
bos^ cn their unique relaticr^iip vdth the
pati^, to share as much infarmaticn about tteir
cxnditim as they beli©/e best for the patient.

I

n

m

5.

A professicnal nurse tries to cxuply with
professicnal standards even thou^ at tines ter
actions are resented by ter peers.

I

n

m

6. In Hospital C a fhysician ordered a patient to
be ip in a chair three times a day. ite
professicnal nurse caring for tte patient
believes that the patieit is rea:^ to advance
to antulatirg. The nurse discusses ter cpinicn
with the physician.

t

tt

ttt

7.

Wien a nurse is ocnsictered for pranoticn, ter
ability to make decisicns and plan care based
i:pcn peitient needs and scientific principles is
wei^ied strongly.

I

H

ttt

8.

A nurse manager believes that professicnal nurses
can assist patients to reoover more quickly ty
telping to alleviate tte fears troJoling them.
Therefore, nurses are rewarded for spending time
talking with patients about their ocnoems.

I

II

IH

9.

A professicnal nurse should always ascertain tte
patient's understanding of the reason for
teepitalizaticn before planning nursing care.

I

n

m
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10.

A professicnal rurse diculd stcird im far
and defend nursing ccticrB with
scund reascning and podnciples.

t

tt

ttt

11.

A professional lurse aibstitutes cne iiulti-vitaBtiin

I

n

ttt

preparaticn for another viien taiporarily out of
stock.
12.

A professional mrse administers a narootic to a
patient vto is in pain even thou^ the autaratic
72 hcur limit on the narootic has es^ired.

I

H

ttt

13.

A

professional mrse begins passive exercised to
the extremities of a patient who has had a strcte,

I

II

ttt

t

tt

ttt

without a physician's order.
14.

The professional mrse delays treatments ontered
by physicians for patiaits to facilitate patioit
education activity.

15. At Hcepital X, the hoepital policy dictates that
the adnissicn data base be crxipleted by a
professional mrse. A professional mrse, because
she is bu^, allows a practical mrse to critplete
the data base for her and then signs it.

t

tt

ttt

16.

Professional mrses decided whether or not a
patient can diarpoo his/her hair wathcut a
physician's order.

I

H

HI

17.

Professicnal Nurse A always instructs the patient
regarding the side effects of medications.

I

H

HI

IS.

A professicral mrse brings a list of her strengths
ard learning needs to the evaluation ccnferaTce
with her mrse manager.

I

H

m

19.

Ite physician orders a vital sign check every fair
hairs. This patient has been afdirile for 48 hairs,
mrse arrives to take his 0200 tenperature. The
patient is asle^. The mrse decided to let the

I

H

m

patient sleep.
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20.

The professkn^ nirse at Hartal A estahlistes
goals
rursing care vaHi iiput fran chysicians
and familifis.

21.

Catecprles

I

n

in

A

I

n

m

22.

The professicnal nirse recognizes that d:ie is
re^xxisible for cxitnunicating vdth peers vhen
they do not foUcw thrcu^ cn the plan initiated.

I

n

m

23.

When providing infonnaticn to patients about
oanonercial products, a professicnal nirse (Ascribes
a variety of similar products so that a patient can
make his/her own decisicn.

I

n

m

piEDfessicnal nirse includes family iiEnbers in
discharge plaming acnfereroe.
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